












































































































































































































γhe history of the music ∞pyright in France. 








































France protぽ teda music copyright early in the world. That badくgroundwas the formation of the modem 
civil society caused by the French Revolution. Social demand for music increased， and a structure conceming 
the legal system developed. This thesis is the history of the French music copyright in circa 150 y目指fromthe 
1段hce円turyincluding the revolutionary term un討Ithe 19th ce円turyend. The process that a music copyright 
was enacted in France and which developed was examined with the legal sy武:emfrom the social side. 
ηlis thesis is composed of five chapters including the introduction (1.) and the conclusion (V.). Chapter 乙
守hehistory of printing musie' and "the history of the music publica首on"are exぽnined.A melody has the 
characteristics that社isdis廿ibutedby being printed on music sco陀.判官 musicpublication which originated in 
Gutenberg's typography techniqueぉ wellぉ thebook publica討∞ gotpatent from the king in Ancien Regime， 
and a publishing business was done under that protection monopolistically. However， the development of the 
music publishing busin缶 swas slow. It is because社didn'tsucceed easily as a business when 1here is a litle 
demand for music s甘1and complicated music publica甘ontechnically compares a character with the book 
printing which社isin typically. Therefore， the printing music which was the literary works of music was 
distinguished from the book public誠onwhich was 1he literary works of the language clearly. ln the 18th 
century， while the prin世ngt区 hnologyof music is improved， demand for music rises w世)the social 
background， and the amount of production of music increases. A copyright law wil be enacted of such soon. 
Chapter 3， The development of "the law of 1791" and "the law of 179?f' that比isenacted in the revolu世onary
term are examined. These 2 laws became a v批判 copyrightlaw in France， and比hadgrown with many 
precedents for more than 150 years until"the law of 19.ヨ7(Marchl 1)" which was a comprehensive copyright 
law was enacted. Au出o下sright conceming the music literary works was rl区 ognizedin "the law of 179?f'. 
However， the performance匂htand present謝on匂htwhich had a1ready been ほ ognizedin the literary works 
of the drama at the theater in "1791" wぉn'trecogni21吋 inthe literary works of music. Because of that， d田 p社e
of the manager of the cafe being rajsing an enormous profit by playing music， royalties were never pajd to the 
au1hor of music. "Performance right" and "presentation right" were finaJly recognized by the author of the music 
literary works in 1849 by the judgment of Paris Court of AppeaJ (Cour d'appel de Paris).社hぉa1r回 dypぉs吋
beyond the half-century from the enactment in "1791". 
Chapter 4， the history of the偲 tablishmentof "SAC日¥1"which is the associa甘onto levyホeroyaJties to the 
performance of musics， and the intema甘onalinfluence of the acti漏出 ofSACEM is examined. SACEM first 
began providing musicaJ copyright adminis廿説onin the world.計百 levyactivi甘esof SACEM were being 
exposed for酌ekeen criticism， un討Ia precedent about composerノsand Iyricist' s right wお缶泊blishedand the 
right of the author of music wasぉsuredlegally by忠ejudgment of Court of Annulment (Cour de cassa甘on)of 
Feb川町y24， 1852 and September 11， 1政均.SACEM缶詰blishedan agency one after another abroad.刊 e
first was Belgium in 1869， and came to disなibutethe royaJ甘eslevied abroad to the Iyriciお， compose汚， and 
othercopy内htholders. SACEM has廿leini討ativetolevytheroyaJ甘esein the foreign countries， and builds up a 
precedent about the copyright protection.有leactivities of SACEM were understood by society graduallyぉ a














































A definition of KODOIN is vague， but usually refers an old Chinese copper seal that consists of a grip 
and a face made by casting. KODOIN has some kinds， and ITOIN is one of those. Its name 
originates from its use， which has been used as a receipt stamp in trade of raw silk. An ITOIN 
consisting of 36 pieces is described in a dictionary "KOKUSI"， but a definition of shape is not written 
there. There were a lot ofindistinct points in "ITOIN"， but the study has not been done very much. 1 
studied if grouping of "ITOIN" among the "KODOIN" is appropriate. The possibility of the grouping 
could be shows the existing a group of "ITOIN". 
125 seals of "ITOIN" from "KODOIN" collection of Prof. Ota of this school were used. Collection 
includes the following things. 42 "ITOIN"， 54 seals which are not "ITOIN"， and 29 seals which are not 
clear. IIITOIN" seals were identified by comparing sealed shapes of previous books and not "ITOIN" 
seals were by reading the seal characters. 
Optically comparing "ITOIN" with not "ITOIN"， 1 found that the face of a seal was different in 
thickness and dispersion of a line. Based on it， 1 decided to use image recognition techniques for 
discrimination. Image recognition process consists of (l)inputting (2)correction (3) feature extraction 
(4) discrimination (5) recognition. Binary image data were prepared by scanning sealed shapes. 
Then global density distribution was generated from partial region's shading patterns by FFT. 
Neural network， which is a general statistical discrimination method， was used because the 
distribution pattern of shading data was used as a feature value. NEUROSIMforEXCEL by Fujitsu 
Ltd. was used as neural network tool， a tool that is easy to be used by beginners. 
Back propagation algorithm was used as a learning method of neural network. To discriminate 
with high precision， the user has to set the most suitable structure of a network such as the number of 
the input neurons and the number of the intermediate neurons. 1 divided 98 seals into two groups (a 
group for learning and a group for prediction) and tested to decide a learning condition. The former 
group has 32 "ITOIN" seals and 41 not "ITOIN" seals and the latter group has 10 "ITOIN" seals and 15 
not "ITOIN" seals. The structure of the network that gives highest prediction rate was input layer 
with 15 neurons， and intermediate layer with 4 neurons (precision of 68%). Based on it， 1 did the 
experiment that used "1eave'one'out" to measure exact prediction precision of this method using the 
structure. Experiment method was as follows: 1. Select a seal to predict. 2. Use other seals for 
learning. 3. Predict with learned neural network. Experiments with al seals resulted in a prediction 
precision of 59%. 
Although the precision is insufficient for real use， itsuggests some differences exist between seal 
images of "ITOIN" and others. This result indicates that there is a group of "ITOIN". Further 
improvement on feature extraction is necessarぁsuchas the use of two'dimensional FFT， toimprove 




















































This study focuses on worth-oriented activities and profit-oriented activities of children's book pulオishers.One 
characteristic of the children's books' market which is different from the ordinarv books' market isthat readers and 
consumers separately exist in the market of children's books. Children's books are for children. But parents， teachers， and 
librarians will often mediate between children's books and children. Many studies from these points of view have already 
been published， but the study focusing on children's book publishers has not been researched yet. 1 think that strategies and 
publications of publishers have a great impact on the intention of buying and reading of the mediators and the children. So 
this study wiU be useful for understanding about reading environment of children. 
ln the precedent studiesヲ ithas been said that we cannot fuly understand the intention of the publishers because of 
various reasons， for example“There is no structural data covering al publications (Nagaoka 1999)." and “There are a lot 
of obscure parts of the accounts because only listed company disclose their accounts (Ueda 1996)." In the case of 
children 'sbooks， itis likely to be more difficult to deal with profit-oriented activities of the publis担ers.Closely attention 
must be paid to the children 's books， because children are in the process of education. In children and books 110W-斤om
11m円以Whenpeople talk about chi1dren's books they avoid complications， then 1 fel that there is gap between reality and 
theory. Although children's books are for children， children's books are commodities that lie in the relation between supply 
and demand， 100 (Oka 1994)." This description suggests it is difficult to discuses about children's book publishers. 
1n order 10 answer these questions， interview was used in this study. Taking the voice from the field site will c1arify 
obscure parts. ln the following three surveys are described. 
Fi川、 childre出 bookpublishers were researched in order to veriち1hypotheses X [Interview1 J 
[H ypotheses xJ 
The publishers specializing in children's books try worth-oriented activities and practice the activities. On the 
contrary， sections of the children's books in the major publishing companies try and practice the profitωoriented 
actlvitIes. 
ln lnterview 1， 18 children's book publishers who had accepted request of interview were investigated about the 
corporate philosophies， the merchandise strategies， the pricing strategies， the channel strategies and the promotional 
strategies. The result of Interviewl， a hypothesis X was sublated as the following. The sections of the children's books in 
the major publishing companies have no discrepancy between corporate philosophies and activities. But the publishers 
specializing in children's books have discrepancy in this process. ln their co叩oratephilosophies， they say that we want to 
make books kept reading for many years. However their co中oratephi1osophies cannot be embodied in the school 
library帽routeand the kindergarten-route. 
In the second research， 6 members of the school librarians in lbaraki prefecture were interviewed about purchasing 
method， acquisition po]icy and the rest [Interview2J . The result of Interview2ヲanew h ypothesis Y was made 
[Hypotheses yJ 
The school library -related organizations has worked so as to support the publishers specializing in chi1dren's 
books. Specificall yラ theygive the publishers specializing in chi1dren's books preference in various kinds of 
selections， for example assigned reading books. 
In order to verify hypotheses Y， School libraries -related organ位ations，Japan School Library Association， Schoo] 
Library Book Club and Toshokan京yutsuCenter， were interviewed about market share and selection system [Interview3J 










































We know that both American and British library systems were positively assumed to 
be a model in the latter half of 19th century that helped to establishing the Danish 
Public Library System. An original LibrarてySystem was developed and established， 
offering to Danish people an advanced Library policy and service. 
Three activists who had supported the forming library， Andreas Shack Steenberg， 
Thomas Dossing and Hans Ostenfeld Lange were veηT influential in developing such 
Danish Public Library System. 
This paper tried to bring more details about this library transition and development， 
covering al the aspects concerning Danish Public Library from 1850 to 2000， in order to 
know the reason why the Library Law was revised， examining such revision contents. 
Throughout the research that this paper talks about， we were able to understand 
there is five turning points in Danish Public Library that we should consider : 
1) Firstly， the Library Association was established in 1905. With a Library Association， 
Danish libraries al over the country became able to share information and discuss 
any kind of topics with each other， trough the Association “F olkbogsamliger" 
magazlne， 
2) In 1914， according to the “County Library" project made by chief librarian of royal 
library Lange， Holbak and Vejle municipallibraries tried to help these cities parish 
libraries through money subsidy. The libraries of Holbak and Vejle are used to 
receive this subsidy that was approved trough the Library Law made in 1920. 
Thanks to this pioneer project， many libraries over the country began to receive this 
subsidy from the government; 
3) With the Law revision made in 1950， by the first time the de五nitionof "Public 
Library" was clearly described. By this time the government decided to give 
financial support to both public and private libraries; 
4) In 1964， the Library Law was revised again and the parish libraries became 
part晒tImelibraries owned by the municipal system as a rule; 
5) With the Library Law final revision made in 2000， each municipal system was 
strengthened because of each library became able to suit its own needs，。百enng
special services that costs a certain charge. 
As we could see， through the reviews made in Danish Library Law， we became able to 
understand what kind of services are being offer吋 toDanish people in both public and 
private libraries al over Denmark. We could also understand how these services had 
been changed through the years. 
(研究指導教員:山本 )1員一 副研究指導教員:寺田 光孝)
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ln recent year administrative agency is strongly demanded its accountability. Not only the legitimacy 
and performances of the public activities but also whether they are useful for the community inhabitants 
or to what extent their objectives and goals were achievedヲshouldbe demonstrated to the public. Public 
library is no exception in this point. 
ln US most of public libraries announce their mission and objectives， which are usually derived from the 
policy recommendation such as The New Planning for Results by the PLA (Public Library Association). 
And library outcomes grasped as library user 'schanges after using itラcanbe measured against the library 
objectives. ln this country there are some pohcy guides for public library like that， but outcomes 
assessment in response to the mission and objective has scarcely tried in Japan. 
The aim of this research is to discuss the outcomes assessment indicators， especial1y focus on the special 
programs as wel1 as regu]ar services in public libraries in Japan. 
First of al， this research looked at the "Library functions" in the Town and Village Renaissance by their 
Librmy L plan21: Policy Recommendation for Town a九dVillage Librαries Development at the 21 centwy， 
which might be an alternative to The New Planning for Results in Japan. And under these functions 9 
concrete items were picked up as public libraries' objectives. Then in order 10 confirm whether these suit 
for inhabitants' preferences， usersヲexpectationsurvey was conducted. 
As a result expectations for 4 activitiesフi.e.provisions of useful materials for Iearning， adequate place 
for learning， educational institution for the town， and provision of community information are high at 
large. Then to screen the deviance among user groupsフwechecked the difference among the groups 
which are split by cluster analysis on user's motivation. Two groups have high expectation for one 
activity (an attractive place that users stay long) is in addition to the above mentioned four items. 
This shows that two targets in the “Libraries Function" of L plan 21， i.e. 'library is the core institution 
for the lifelong learning' and 'library enhances educational activities in the community' are preferentially 
selected. And the other targets 1ike 'community salon which invite users to stay long' and 'community 
encyclopedia/ time capsule' follow after them. 
Interview with participants of library programs was also conducted to explore their participating trigger， 
expectations for program， and the 'change' happened after that， aswelI as to identify the difference from 
the program in other institution in the community. Their answers mainly consist of expectations for 
"learningぺ“pleasure"and “socializing with other people円. And many are satisfied with the results 
brought by participation in library programs， and obtained outcomes such as“learning drive" and "find 
friends". And they regard public libraries as an educational institution or institution for learning; phrasing 
"place of studying"， "quite place" and “place for gallery and exhibition". 
We assumed that there might be difference in the extent of expectation by participating experience of a 
library program from regular users， but there was no significant difference in a1 nine objectives between 
someone with participating experience and the others. Also there was no significant difference in 
participating experience between c1usters by the library use motivation. 
By this survey on outcomes patterns in library services including program service， users think that the 
library should work as the“core institution of lifelong learning" and the “educational iristitute"， and 5 



















































In Japan，出epic加rebook has been recognized as a book for children. However， picture books designed for adults 
are published， and the number of adults who read picture books is increasing in recently. We regard healing as one of 
the rωsons increasing number of adults. In other words， adults read picture books to be healed. 
But， 1出ωghtan infant of an adult is related to reading picture books for adults because picture books have been 
recognized as a book for children in Japan. 
1 can suppose出atmore women read a picture book for seeking for healing出anmen because there are man y 
women to be a reader of picture books and出ereare rnany出ingsfor women in goods of healing. Therefore， itis 
expected出atwomen becomes an infant than men， conversely， men are not to become an infant because they do not 
read a picture book. But it is hard to say出atmen is generally said an infant. Therefore， 1 can suppose出atthere is 
difference between sexes in an infant. 1出ought出at出edi百erenceis behavior and rnind 
Many men do not read picture books because出eyhave infant part and can act it out so they don't need see.king for 
healing. 1 named it "infantility of behavior". Many women read picture books because出eyalso have infant p訂tbut 
they can't act it out. So出eywant to be healed to give it out. 1 named it “infantility of rnind" 
A number of adults read picture books for one's children and for works. As for these reasons， excluding such people 
because became a noise in this 山 dy.And 1 select university student as subject rnatter who read picture books for 
oneself. Based on出istrend， 1 ma主emy hypothesis:“Adults， who read picture books， specifically women， have a 
tendency to become "infantility of mind". A number of adults who do not read picture books are not an infant. 
Meanwhile， adults who do not read picture books， specifically men， have a tendency to become “infantility of 
behaviorへ1examined 630 university students to prove my hypothesis. From result of this survey research， itwas a 
number of adults read picture books a small number of adults have uncomfortable feeling for adults who read picture 
books， specifically for men. lt is speculated one ofreason some adults don't read picture books. 
Women more seeking for healing出anman because出eyfel stress of mental and body. It supported my hypothesis. 
In addition， adults who read picture books became “Infantility of mind" and who do not picture books became 
"Infantility of behavior". Women became "infantility of mind" and men became "Infantility of behavior". 1t 
supported my hypo出esis.Of my hypo出esis，however， men who do not read picture books became "Infantility of 
behavior" and women who do read picture books became "Infantility of mind" are dismissed. But， hypothesis was 
sub!ated. 
1n出isstudy， subject matter is only university students who in age of "moratorium". And only this study， 1 don't 
know whether healing or an infant of adults has a influence on adu!ts read picture books or not. 
So it need to survey older people than university students and following time 1ine for clearly the relations between 






















































This is a study ofthe French King's Library in 18th antury which focused on the activities of 
Jean Pau1 Bignon. And ittelIs that his activities were divided into two. These are the 
activities before entering the Library and activities after getting into the Library. 
In the first chapter， these are researches about Bignon' s activities in the academies， 
“Direction de 1a Librairie"，“Journal des savant円 andso on. Bignon was born in 1662. He 
started his bureaucratic carrier in ear1y 1690's. He created strong organiza註onand appointed 
excellent talents. Through these activities， he took important position in French republic of 
1etters. And after， he made good use of this experiences on the King' s Library. 
From chapter two， itis researches about Bignon's activities that ware done to the King's 
Library. In 1719 Bignon was assigned ωthe Director of King's Library. Quickly he began ω 
reform of the Library. Before his reformation， there are few employees in the Library. So he 
tried to increase the staff and do inventory ωknow the condition of the Library. Through this， 
collections ware organized and divided into five sections that were manuscript's section， 
printed book's， medal's， tit1e and genea1ogy's and art print's. This division-making was the 
original ofFrench National Library. 
After the basis， Bignon tried ωincrease the ∞lIec位on.When he was assigned to the Director， 
the colIection at the Library was about 70，000 books. By the legal deposit system， collec世onof 
the printed books was increased. Regarding ωthe collection of the manuscripts， the 1egal 
deposit system didn'tωver it， so it was generally gathered by purchases or donations. He 
continued to extend the assemb1age as far as the Middle East and the Far East. There ware a 
10t of networks that linked Bignon with ambassadors and consuls. They ware commanded to 
gather books and antiques. 
At last there ware made up su血cientsystem and collection. But construction of the Library 
was decrepit. So it was necessary to re-build the old Library into the present building. The 
Library was moved ωthe Mazarin Palace as a result of the reflections. Then， itwas widely 
opened ωthe public which was interested in Culture. 
Bignon continued ωimprove the Library. Gathering items was continued， and the number 
of collections had increased. Finally， the collection in the Library was reached ωabout 13， 
5000 printed books and 30，000 manuscripts. In addition to this， first printed catalog was 
published in 1739. Through this catalog， the Library became more convenient ωusers. 
For the King's Library， Bignon's era was the golden age that became possible by function of 
his activities. Bignon played a center role at the French academies， and he picked excellent 
personnel by there. Many of them ware ho1ding various positions concurrent1y. By living 
together in the Library， they acquired the consensus. And King's Library became the biggest 
Library in Europe. So through the various channels， ithad a big influence on many other 
libraries. The King's Library o:fered the model at the modern library， and did a big 




Does ElecむonicPublication Affect Circulation and Evaluation of Journalsつ















本研究では、 1)引用論文数調査、 2)インタピ、ュー 調査、 3)質問票調査の 3つの調査を行っ
た。 1)の引用論文数調査では、「過去4年間の掲載論文に対する平均引用論文数jを計算し、
これを IFラと名づけた。この指標を用いて、 J-STAGE搭載前と搭載後の雑誌の利用度を測っ
た。 2)のインタピ、ュー調査では、 J-STAGEに雑誌を搭載している 3団体に対して、 Aダウン
ロードについて、 B電子化以外で引用に影響を与える要因、 C利用者からの反響、について


















The rapid spread of Intemet in the recent years brings a dramatic change in scientific 
cornmunication. Nowフmostof main academic journals訂eaccessible by an elecむonicform. Also in 
Japan， activities towaτd eづournalhave been advancing. For example， J-STAGE， which is an 
e-journal joint use center for domestic academic societiesヲ wasstarted by Japan Science and 
Technology Agency in 1998. 
百leaim of this study is to investigate an effect of elec甘onicpublication on circulation and 
evaluation of domestic journals， using the number of citations of the journal articles accessible企om
J-STAGE. Some societies which put出eirjournals on J-STAGE have reported an increase in the 
number of downloads of articles and also an increase in the proportion of downloads合omforeign 
countries. However，出eydon't mention whether the researchers who downloaded papers on 
J-STAGE cited them in the汀papers.
In this study， 3 kinds of sぽ veyswere conducted. 1) measurement of the number of citation using 
Web of Science， 2)interviews ωsocieties and 3) a questionnaire s町veyfor citers. on 1)ヲweadopted 
as an impact factor of a journal in a ye訂"出eaverage number of articles in this year which cited 
each article ofthe journal published in也epast foぽ years"(wecal it IF'). Wi白血isindicator， the use 
frequency of the journals was measured before and after也eywere loaded on J-STAGE. On 2)，白ree
groups were interviewed about their J-STAGE journal(s): the number of downloads; factors which 
could affect citations besides electronic access~ and reactions合omreaders or subscribers. On 3)， a 
questionnaire survey for authors who has cited 2 selected joumals on J-STAGE about an acquisition 
way of the reference was conducted 
The results are following: 
1) Wi血inthe journals in biomedical fieldsラ IFヲ Wぉ increasingafter loading on J-STAGE. But the 
increasing tendency was also observed for joumals which di也1't have elec甘onicversion. On the 
other handラanevidence of increase of IF' according to loading on J-STAGE was not found for 
the journals in physical sciences and engineering fields 
2) For al societies which were interviewed， downloads of出eぜかJO官邸1articles have become 
from forei伊 countriesin m勾on守.The number of submission from Asian counむyhas been 
increasing. E-journal publication is useful for improvement of也erecognition by foreign 
countries. But a change ofthe editing pohcy 1S much more contrlbuting to increasing the number 
of citations and downloads白an匂ournalpublication. As well as computerization， improvement 
of an examination level or a change of the editing policy is necessary to receive a lot of citation. 
3) About 30% of responders to the questionnaire used the electronic edition of出町出ticles
J-STAGE is白百吐yestablished as one ofthe circtUating means of Japanese joumals worldwide. 
h 出ecase of J-STAGE， the results show出atcomputerization of a joumal can promote出e





The analysis of user demands based on actual use of retrieval systems 







































There are increasing numbers of systems designed to sh回、einformation resources among 
different 01官anizations.The main method of sharing difFerent information resources is by 
assigning the metadata e1ement set of each database to a controlled e1ement set; how司
ever， assigning nletadata destroys the original data structw、e. As a result， the nUInber 
of e1enlents that can be used for information retrieval is limited. In othe1、words，users 
are compelled to retrieve using an e1ement set that may not be suitable for their retrieval 
demand. 
This paper aims to analyze user demands， especially retrieval elements， by investigating 
actual use of information retrieva1 systems and user profi1es derived from the results of 
the investigation. 
This research is based on the assumption that users' retrieval processes depend on their 
backgroWld. People's retrieval processes were investigated using a cognitive psychologica1 
experiment， with protoco1 ana1ysis， and interviews. The eight targets of the investigation 
were four reSea1、chers，a五brar、ian，an administrative assistant， apostgraduate student， and 
an undergraduate student. 
From the results of the inter、views，the 1'ollowing six individual difference factors that 
infiuence use of the system were shown to be: 1) the f:問que恥 yof computer use; 2) the level 
of computer 1iteracy; 3) the level of know1edge concer工ungtheir requirements; 4) the 1evel 
01' wlderstanding 01' the retrieva1 e1elnent set; 5) the 1eve1 01' understanding 01' the retrieva1 
system; and 6) the area for in刊 stigation.All users showed differe凶 characteristicswhen 
studied 1'rom the viewpoint of these six 1'actors. On the other hand， too1s， keywords and 
retrieva1 elelnents， which each user used， were clarified in the experiment. As a result， 
仕立、ee民 archpatterns based on the condition 01' using 閃 t巾 va1e1ements were 1'ound: 1) 
search using 0叫Y1凶 ividua1e1ements; 2) search using only the element which retrieves al 
the e1ements together (ANY白血ent);3) search by both indivi出 ale1ements and ANY 
e1ement. 
Throughout the investigation， user pro五1eswere derived from the individua1s' differences 
and their search patterns. As a result， a1eve1 one user pro五1e，based on the use of retrieva1 
e1ements， was derかed.The relation of the individua1 diflerences and the search patterns 
was ana1yzed to determine a suitable pro五1efor each of the users. The derivation of 
a 1eve1 two user pro五1e，based on user differences， isstil in progress. Other 1'actors， 
such as retrieva1 experiences， were found from the ana1ysis. In the future， toderive the 
1eve1 two user pro且1e，which ana1yzes the relativity between the user and user pro五1es，
it will be necessary to Clear the re1ationship of the search patterns and the other factors 
differentiating users. At that time， the six factors will have to be ana1yzed separ、ate1yand









































Outline of the Problem: 
Present study aims to describe and analyze domestic trends， meanings， backgrounds of the 
beginning of this service and theory positioning in business information services in public libraries. 
To consider of these topics will serve as a basis for felicitous business information services in public 
libraries. Business information services do not have a long history in Japan. The first incidence of 
a newspaper or magazine article about “business information services in public libraries" appeared 
around 2000. 
Research methodology: 
The first chapter reviews about 100 documents that relate to domestic and overseas business 
information services at public libraries. In the literature review， itwas found that various aspects of 
business information services have been discussed: trends regarding business information services in 
public libraries in Japan; the meaning of business information services; the requirements for such 
services. The most actively debated topic is the meaning and purpose of business information 
services. The second chapter concerns the Business Library Association. It is composed of an 
interview survey and further document investigation. The third chapter collects data from an 
interview survey of business information services in thirteen libraries. The fourth chapter describes 
the analyzed data， a comprehensive analysis and inference concerning the results. The last chapter 
presents the conclusions of the present study. Suggestions are made regarding the fol1owing topics 
on the future of business information services in J apan. 
Findings and considerations: 
The Business Library Association is made up of librarians and professionals from other fields， and 
this structure is expected to have a good e宜ecton its activities. 
From the survey of the public libraries， itwas found that creating a business information center 
caused a noticeable change in public libraries. In certain libraries， the content of reference questions 
became more specialized， creating a business information corner made it much easier to access 
information about business， and the librarians became more aware of the needs of the users. The 
amount of material that was available at a particular library did not depend on the size of the library， 
and some libraries had serious problems financing the materials. Furthermore， there were large 
differences in the quality of the information technology infrastructure in various libraries. Staff 
training also differed according to the library. There were problems with the sharing of information 
amongst librarians in large libraries that did not have sta百trainingprograms. 
In conclusion， it was found that business information services should be offered in public libraries 
to the extent that their resources allow. Such services form an important part of the local information 
infrastructure and serve as a step towards the creation of a problem-solving library system. 

























































Electronic data processing has sp1'ead ove1' various lib1'a1'Y works and services， even reference 
wo1'k/se1'vice. Recently 'digitallvirtual 1'eference service' attracts widesp1'ead attention. On such 
a situation， utilization of data recording a question posed by a user and an answer by 1・eference
service staff to respond to the question is an impo1'tant issue. Such question-and-answer (Q&A) 
reco1'cls are expected to be usecl fo1' various purposes such as finding useful Q&As， p1'ovicling 
samples in staff trainingフ and reviewing/evaluating reference works. However， existing 
databases stol'ing those Q&A records do not have any function to support such utilization in an 
effective way. Those databases provide only search functions such as the perfect matching and 
the Boolean searching. If we want to find a similar Q&A， we should construct ancl modify a 
search request in tr叩 l-and-errorduring searching a Q&A database. 
This study aims at proposing and implementing several useful functions to utilize 
Q&A records， in particular， to seal'ch similar reco1'ds and display them in a ranked ol'der. For 
this purpose， the study proposes methods to measure similarity among Q&A records based on 
data values in some elements. Also， itdevelops a prototype system to show the usefulness of the 
proposed methods. 
First， priol' projects and research related to Q&A databases in refe1'ence se1'vice were 
reviewed. It was realized that any project 01' system does not provide a function to search 
similar Q&A records. Purposes and expected ways to use Q&A data were also confirmed. 
Second， methods to measure similarity in some common data elements of Q&A records 
were proposed while reflecting the characte1'istics of individual elements. 1t should be propel' to 
measure similarity (a) by counting the number of common upper digits in NDC class numbers 
assigned to Q&A records and (b) by counting the number of common reference tools in Q&A 
records. Regar・dingthe text describing a Q&A pair， similarity can be measured by applying (a) 
the TF-1DF term weighting and cosine-coefficient and (b) the okapi BM25， both of which are 
frequently used in information retrieval research， after extracting a1 nouns from the text with a 
morphological analysis system. These measurements can be used in a combined manner. 
Moreover， a way to show terms was proposed which have similar occurrence patterns measu1'ed 
with the Loga1'ithm likelihood 1'atio， with the aim of enabling to make the sea1'ch request 
modification easy. 
And third， a p1'ototype system was designed and developed to show the usefulness of 
the proposed methods. After about 300 Q&A咽pairdata was collected and edited， the database 
schema was defined and the Q&A data was loadecl into the database. Necessa1'Y sea1'ch and 
display functions and interfaces were also implemented. 1n addition to (a) the function to add， 
edit， and delete Q&A data within the database and (b) the sea1'ch function with the string match 
and the Boolean operators， which have been implemented in extant systems， the prototype 
system provides the following functions: 
1. Searching Q&A records which have similarity defined above (a) on one or more than one 
specified data element 01' (b) on the text inputted by a searcher as a search request. Q&A 
1・ecordssearched with these methods are ranked in order of similarity degree. 
2. Showing terms which have similar occurrence patte1'ns defined above. 
3. Searching Q&A records which have similarity with one or more than one Q&A record chosen 
by a searcher. 
4. Displaying accounting information about an individual o1'ganization 01' tool based on an 
analysis of the stored Q&A reco1'ds. 
This study concludes that it is useful to introduce functions to search Q&A records 
with certain simila1'ities into reference Q&A databases. 
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The view of the need to encourage children's reading activities has recently become popular. In schools， 
reading guidance has traditionaIly been as part of educational activities. Discussion of reading guidance 
has centered on language arts education or the schoollibrary. One reading guidance theory is said to have 
been supported by many people from the second half of the 1940s to the second half of the 50s: it was 
Namekawa Michio's "life guidance by reading" theory. 
In order to position the present reading guidance historicallyラ itis required to solve an old reading 
guidance theory. However， such research is not done. The purpose of this study is to examine 
Namekawa's theory and the argument surrounding it， considering its features and contents and the 
background that led to its developmenl. Based on these considerationsうthisstudy intends to clariか
the contemporary meaning and the limits of Namekawa's theory， along with his inf1uence 
on a1'gument fo1' 1'eading guidance. The research and methodology for the preparation of tbis work 
consisted primarily of a review of relevant literature. 
Chapter 1 reports the purpose of the present study， describing the research and methodologies. Chapter 
2 clarifies the changes that have occurred in reading伊IIdanceand reading education and examines how 
reading is positioned in the reading guidance curriculum， aswelI as how reading guidance has changed 
since World War 11. Chapter 3 clarifies the features and fundamental contents of the Namekawa's theory. 
Chapter 4 arranges the contents of the argument conceming Namekawa's theory， clarifying the changes 
and features of its contents. Chapter 5 has aπanged the Namekawa's educational and training views 
from which the theory was bom and considered how the theory reilects them. 1n Chapter 6， in order・
to examine whethe1' Namekawa's theory can have generality and universality as a theory， 
comparison between the “guidance" theory in school education and the Namekawa's theory 
is car1'ied out. The paper ends with the conc1usions presented chapter 7. 
As a result of the present study， the following findings were made in regard to the contemporary 
meaning and limits of Namekawa's theory. The contemporary meaning ofNamekawa's theory is 
in point ofhaving caught reading guidance as a p1'oblem of school education， home training， 
and social education. Namekawa's theory contends that hardly any method in the process of reading 
guidance has been developed. 
The influence exerted by Namekawa 'stheory on the argument for reading guidance can be 
summarized as follows. Reading guidance is performed mainly as part of language arts education: 
improvements have been made to the facilities of school libraries in connection with it. Namekawa's 
theory carries the responsibility of reading guidance into every school， home， and society. It based on his 
views of his own educational philosophy. His theory aims at guidance connected with the actuallife of a 
child. However， because of methodological limitations， Namekawa's theory has remained unproven in 
practice. His theory had an extensive influence on the argument for reading guidance， but， on the whole， 














































This paper is structured as follows: Chapter 1 reports on the purpose of the study， 
previous research， and methodology， and defines the terms used. Chapter 2 analyzes 
"Library Statistics of Colleges and Universities" from the 1989 to 2005 academic years. 
Chapter 3 gathers and analyzes literature on contingent employment in university 
libraries. Chapter 4 presents the questionnaire survey and interviews with companies 
that contracted out work to the university libraries. Chapter 5 presents interviews 
with the regular staff of seven private university libraries. Chapter 6 examines the 
present state of contingent employment in private university libraries in light of the 
analysis of Chapters 4 and 5. Finally， Chapter 7 summarizes the study. 
The following points became clear. University libraries had problems before they 
began to use contingent workers， and after they began to use these workers some 
universities solved their problems and others developed further problems. 
Furthermore， the companies that were contracting out work to the university libraries 
also had problems. Therefore， as is the case in libraries managed by regular staff， itis 
important for the regular staff of libraries that use contingent workers to have certain 
capabilities. These include: 
( 1) Planning abilities， toenable them to implement the policy of the university. It 
is a duty of regular staff of each university library to decide on library policies 
that are in keeping with the views of the university. 
( 2 ) Understanding of library work and work skills. To use contingent workers， 
regular staff need to be able to write specifications that include the nature of 
the work， management policy， standards of inspection and assessment， and 
targets to be achieved. Library regular staff must therefore have a knowledge 
of the kind of library work required， even if the work is the responsibility of 
the contingent workers. 
( 3 ) The capability to submit appeals emphasizing the value of the university 
library to administrators and other regular staff. This is important for 
obtaining funds from the university budget and for ensuring that top-quality 
staff are employed. 
(4) Communication skills that enable them to fully utilize the regular staff's 
capabilities. These skills are also required to support contingent workers in 
the university library. 
It is likely that the numbers of regular staff in private university libraries will 
decrease in future for financial reasons. However， contingent employment does not 
transfer work outside but， instead， effectively utilizes talented external staff inside. In 
contingent employment， itis important that regular staff have leadership ability and 





















































1n this thesis， 1 researched how national universities， public colleges and private 
universities differ in their services for unaffiliated users (defined as members of the 
general public， excluding professors and students from other universities， who use a 
university's library). This research focused on differences in the libraries' regulations， 
usage fee policies， numbers of books held and lent， whether or not the institutions had 
graduate schools and if the institutions were women's universities or coeducational. 
Through this research， 1 found a resemblance between national universities and public 
colleges， and diversity among the private universities. 1n particular while 
investigating the number of books held， itwas revealed that both the large libraries 
with holdings of 1，000，000 books and small libraries with under 250，000 books have 
more developed services for unaffiliated users than medium-sized libraries. Case 
studies are given in the latter part of the thesis. Although there are various problems， 
considering the situations of these libraries 1 think it is important to develop various 
library services for unaffiliated users， as 1 believe this leads to financial benefit for the 

















































Ar，配entincrease in contingent workers has allowed s戸ciallibrariesto implement the use of outsourcing in 
出回opera柱ons.However，出eyhave not reported how the system has worked and what ∞n凶 ctworker conditions 
and motivation are realy like. 
Outsourcing is a system by wruch a company entrusts its p出 i司orto凶 operationto other comp出世es.
Through a discussion of outsourcing， wruch now enables libraries to s臼fpermanent con汀actworkers， trus 
S出dy釦nsto clari今whatis necessary to maint抑 制 improvelibrary services. 
The s加dymade investigations through literature rl岱earch，questionnむre，and interviews. The literature 
research has reviewed past studies. A questionnaire was conducted in April 2∞5 on 468 special libraries which 
have contingent workers; 416 libraries responded. An interview was gI溜1tedto 9 libraries selected from 20 specia1 
librari白血athad introduced outsourcing， and inqu凶eswere made of them from June to September 2∞5 regarding 
regular and contract workers. 
The fo11owing information was develo戸dfrom出issωdy:
1. Outsourcing was inむoducedby 53.70/0 of出es戸cia1libr，訂i白(16.20/0 of them with a system出at
called for permanent∞n回ctpersonnel and 37.5 % ca凶ngfor them occぉionaly).Outsourcing has 
been changing its operation企omnon-professiona1 duties to professiona1 ones. 
2.百1emanagement of the system is sh訂edby the host organization， the entruster，出econ佐actor，and血e
con住actworkers. 
3.百1es戸ciallibrari邸 receivinginquiries are opera記dunder two conditions: One is common to alrnost 
al出elibraries， and the other is s戸cia1to some， the later ∞ndition being found more than the former. 
It cannot be said出atc山Tentoutsourcing is working under perfectly standard conditions. 
4.百1econditions∞mmon to alrnost al出elibraries seem to be an inevitable result brought about by the 
outsourcing， prior conditions for introducing出eoutsourcingラanda requisite for sm∞出operationof 
出esystem. 
5.官官conditions出at但芯 S戸cialto some並brariesseemωenable them toαrry out positive and sm∞白
operations. These conditions seem to be esentia1 not only to伺chlibr訂y'soperation， but a1so to its 
genera1 management of outsourcing. 
6. There訂'etwoザpicalforms of operation:出eentrus記r-centeredpromotion and the one conducted by 
出eprofessiona1 knowledge and experience of contract workers. 
Based on出efmdings mentioned above，出eau出orinvestigates why these n氏出saryconditions are岱senti司
to出emanagement of the s戸ciallibrariesand who isresponsible for their n民esity.
First，血eentruster and the con回ctorshould be most responsible for the maintenance and improvement of 
services.官官entrustermust have a clear vision of the libraIγs function and its mission and with也isforesight make 
a1 possible prepaI油onsfor dealing with practical business so也at出eoutsourcmg may sm∞由lyopera記 the
libraη. Because of the possible change of a∞凶-actor出athas exce11ent workers or because of a侃ticalchange in 
personnel， a plan of operation for出especia1 libraries could not totaly be entrusted to∞ntractors. When血e
entrus記rc担motCaIηout its陀sponsib出ty，it m凶 tdirectl y manage出elibrary， utilize worker dispatching，ぽ
introouce a to凶ly∞凶ac加alsys記m.On the other hand， it is impo口却tfor the contractor to put its e百ortsinto 
understanding the libr，紅γsoperation.百1e∞ntractworkers must grョspuser demands for services， and the host 
organization must clぬrlymap out its policy for information management.百leJapan Special Librari邸 Association
also needs to provide guidelinesおrlibrary operations to al minimum-sca1e libraries. 
Second， the位回trnentof contract workers should urgently and properly be improved based on an evaluation 
of their pro:fi邸sionalabilities rather出anon a principle of low costs. To reach出isgoal， therefore， the con汀actor
should ap戸al，pu出19gr，ぬtemphasis upon出e∞ntractworker's expert knowledge and experience， to出e
entru~ter for出住民社町民atmentac∞rding to出eirab出ty.Moreover， it is also required for the genera1 public to 
res出ctprofit margins ~owed for the ∞ntractor and to gain further knowledge of the equal treatment doctrine. 





Users' positive moods in public libraries 

















これらを KJ法により 6カテゴリーに整理したよで、 26項目にまとめた。
第 3章では、公共図書館がもたらすポジティブな気分の内容と、利用行動および図書館
への評価との影響関係について、利用者全体の傾向を定量的に検討した。公共図書館 2館
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This study focused on users'“positive moods" in public libraries， and investigated how those moods 
relate with use behavior， evaluation， and space. In Chapter 1， the model about positive moods in public 
libraries was built from former researches. This model consists of three points. (1) When users visit a 
public library， they take various behavior in various spaces. (2) When they behave， characteristics of 
space (or situation) are recognized， and various kinds of positive moods are felt. (3) These positive 
moods have possibility to make evaluation to the library better. In Chapter 2， public library users and 
university students (n=35) were asked to write仕eelyabout moods felt in the public library. 76 
descriptions were provided， and 66 descriptions of them were about positive moods. Vocabularies 
which represent those moods were chosen， and 26 items were made. In Chapter 3， users of 2 public 
libraries (n=504)五lledin questionnaire to ask degree of use behavior (16 items)， positive moods (26 
items)， evaluation to the library (3 items). By factor analysis， positive moods in public libraries were 
interpreted with 4 standards (“concen tra tion" ，“intellectual curiosit)ぺ“relaxation"， and “mood 
enhancement"). And public library use behavior were interpret with 4 standards (“research & studyぺ
“support from staffs"，“browse & stay"， and “borrow materials"). By pass analysis， itbecame clear how 
4句rpesofuse behavior had positive influences on 4 types ofpositive mood， and how 4句rpesof positive 
mood had positive influences on 3 types of evaluation to the library. Particularly，“browse & stay" 
raised all types of positive mood， and "r叶axation"raised al types of evaluation. For people who rarely 
visit the library， use behavior hardly influenced positive moods， but positive moods were easy to 
influence evaluation to the library. Regardless of visit frequency，“browse & stay" influenced many 
kinds of mood， and “intellectual curiosity" influences“goodw辻1to the library". In Chapter 4， users 
(nコ13)chose “places feeling good moods" in ABICO CITY LIBRARY， and descriptions and utterances 
about those places were analyzed. Then the cognitive factors in positive moods were able to be 
summarized in 14 points: (1)“五nd"(2)“pursue own interest" (3)“achieve one's purpose" (4)“contents of 
informatIon" (5)“communicate with others" (6)“conve出ence"(7)“outside scene句"(8)“sights only in 
libraries" (9)“lack of noises" (10)“moderate distance feeling with others" (11)“brightness" (12)“ease" 
(13)“spacious" (14)“other comfortable things“. (1) ~ (5) are cognition of situation and (6) ~ (14) are 
cognition of space. Particularly， (9) and (10) influenced “concentration"， (1) influenced“intellectua1 
curiosity"， (7) and (12) influenced“relaxationぺ(5)and (13) influenced“mood enhancement". In 
Chapter 5， 1 compiled knowledge provided from this study， and suggested about plans of public 















































The objective of this study is to explore a possibility of thinking about a library， not 
in its function and meaning in the historical background， but from a basic 
philosophical viewpoint having relevance to the cognitive processes of people. The 
focus is on“sharing ofknowledge" among people. The key idea is“inter-subjectivity" . 
Edmund Husserl originated this concept in his phenomenological thinking. He 
analyzed how individual subjective knowledge could become objective one which 
would enable itself to be shared by people and make objective learning possible. 
Ifwe take the view that people could share knowledge only by means of a process of 
inter-subjectivity， then how could we have an image of a library that might in reality 
play a role in白nctioningfor the inter-subjectivity? This is what 1 have tried to 
explore in this paper. In my discussion process 1 have taken up first J.H.Shera's book 
“The Foundation of Education for Librarianship" to get an idea about what concepts 
modern libraries are based on， and thereafter have thought about a possible image of 
a library from the point of view of inter-subjectivity. Further， 1 have briefly surveyed 
the work in LIS that discuss the philosophical foundation of the discipline. 
Shera ve巧1briefly introduced his idea of “social epistemologi'. He identified four 
problems that he considered to be fundamental to librarian's profession， only without 
further illustrative description. 1n surveying the work with philosophical approaches 
in LIS， 1 could not find any studies done from the viewpoint of“sharing of know ledge". 
The survey suggested that it might be di伍cultto talk about the objectives and the 
roles of library in society in terms of the concept of inter-subjectivity. 
1n this study， 1 focused on Shera's four problems and tried to give solutions from the 
view points of intersubjectivity. Mechanism of sharing knowledge among people and 
social and cultural aspects of know ledge could be explained based on 
intersubjectivity as epistemological principle. For the fourth problem， the 
organization of library collection was taken because it is closely related to the way of 
acquiring knowledge by people and thus has an essential relationship with 
intersubjectivity. 
Inter-subjectivity cannot exist without the records of experiences of ourselves in 
linguistic symbols. This takes form in books， journals and electronic media today. 
Library can have a role to support“the sharing of knowledge" among people in a 
society. To fulfill the objective， the library must organize its collection in the way that 
people can experience the know ledge shared by society. This way of organizing the 
collection could be one of the solutions to Shera's fourth problem when considered 




















































The School Library Law was revised in 1997. Then， teacher librarians were distributed to schools which 
had more than 12 classes from Apri 1， 2003. Most of teacher librarians have classes as a teacher and 
1 ibrary administration as a 1 ibrarian in their school. So they feel difficul t to administer their school 
libraries steadi 1y. Bes ides many school 1 i brariaηs in elementary and junior high schools are non-regular 
staffs， whose working conditions are generally not good. Therefore， the purpose of this paper is to 
research the assignment and duties of school library staf. The research methods are investigation of 
existing literature and documents regarding schoo1 libraries and the questionnaire on the assignment 
and duties of schoo1 library for the school board of communes in Sai tama and pub1ic and private schoo1 
library staffs. 
This paper consists of 6 chapters. Chapter 1 explains the background of the study， the purpose of 
the study and the research method. Chapter 2 investigates the proceedings of the Diet on the staff issue 
in the revision of the Schoo1 Library Law. Chapter 3 considers existing literatures and documents on 
the assignrnent and duties of school 1 ibrary staff. Chapter 4 anal yzes the resul t of the questionnaire 
on school library staffs for the schoo1 boards of comrnunes in Saitama. Chapter 5 analyzes the resu1t 
of the questionnaires on the work of the schoo1 library in a year and the distribution of working time 
of the school library staff s.Chapter 6 considers the problems， and the outlook for the school 1 ibrary 
staff. 
As the resu1 t of this study， the following findings are found by the analysis of the questionnaires 
on the schoo1 boards of comrnunes in Sai tama. (1) More than a ha1f of the investigated e1ementary and 
junior high schools in Saitama have no school 1ibrarian. (2) Many comrnunes named the school librarian 
as“the assistant" or“the supportei' and positioned it as the non-professiona1. (3)77払ofthe 
investigated schoo1 boards of comrnunes in Saitama offer no conditions of qualification in the adoption 
of school 1ibrarians. (4)The range of annual income of a schoo1 librarian in Saitama is from 96，000 
yen to 1，128，000 yen， and the average of income is on1y 539，000 yen in spite of the high duties for 
thel1l These findings empirica11y clarify that the many schoo1l ibrarians are in the too bad work condi tion 
still now. 
And the following findings are found by the analysis of the questionnaires on the work of the school 
library in a year. (5) The full-t ime school 1 ibrary staffs strongly recognize that they sufficient1 y 
do the basic works of the school 1ibrary， but they understand that they do not adequately conduct the 
instruction of 1ibrary use and reading. Also， the following findings are found by the analysis of the 
questionnaires on the distribution of working time of schoollibrary staff. (6) 1n the investigated schoo1 
libraries that has fu11-time staff， the weight of work is put to the acquisition of school library 
materials， but the weight of the tasks to contribute to the deve10pment of the school curriculum is 
low. (7) Many school 1 ibrary staffs conduct their works in the overtime. (8) The new assignments of 
full-time school 1ibrary staff largely contribute to the work sharing and the effective distribution 
of working time in the schoo1 1ibrary. 
1n concluding， 1 should note that (1) the school library staffs need the reduction of the overwork 
in the school libraryand (2) the division of a teacher librarian and a school librarian， or teaching 
profession and non-teaching profession is becoming out-of-date in the school 1 ibrary management. And 
1 would offer two sol utions for these problems. The one is establ ishment of school 1 ibrary support centers 
in the school board of communes and the efficient work sharing to reduce the overload of the school 
library staff in the school. The other is establishment of a new full-time teaching profession of school 
library，“a school library teacher" like“the school library media specialist" in the United States 
of America. 
By this study， 1 empirically considered ass ignment and dut ies of school 1 i brarian from the both sides 
of quanti ty and qual i ty.vVhen you arrange dut ies and work sharing in the school 1 ibrary， these findings 
would give you some useful suggestions. 1 would like continuously to carry out more investigation of 




Text Segmentation and Hierarchization U sing 














































Recently， various infomlation like data on TV， the radio，出1dWeb etc. overft.ows. ln TV and radio programs，出e
program can be accumulated for a long time. ln Web， a huge amount of text data in addition to the movie and the 
voice overft.ows. 
lnformation出athas been accumulated cannot be used enough. It should search from huge information for the 
part出at出euser needs to use information well. However， itis not easy to search for the part出atwants to see and 
the p訂t出atwants to be heard manually. 
lt is necessary to divide information on each spoken topic to look for only the required po立ionfrom accumulated 
a large amount of information. ln one of the technologies for出at，there is a text segmentation. 
The text segmentation is a記chniquefor the decision of the boundary of the topic from the document including 
two or more topics， and dividing the document of each topic.古河 technologyof出etext segmentation is useful 
by出einformation retrieval and the extraction of information. The word used changes in person's utterance and 
sentence when the topic changes. 
Therefore，出es出ulぽitycomputation of the word is calculated by each "Analysis section" (the word row， the 
utterance， and the sentence) in出etext segmentation technique in recent years. If the similarity computation is 
low， itdivides. 
However， there is a problem that it is necessary to optimize the length of the analysis section because the length 
of出eanalysis section is a fixed length in出istechnique. For instance， the number of included words decreases 
when出eanalysis section is short. Therefore，出esimilarity computation lowers. As a result，出eoverdivision is 
caused.川市出血eanalysis section is long，出eanalysis section connote the boundary. As a result， the detection 
leakage happens. 
Moreover， there is a hierarchy in the change in the topic like the thesis chapter， paragraph， and paragraph， etc.羽1e
technique for considering the layered structure of the topic is a litle though in the early research， there is a tech司
nique for specifying tl1e boundary detection and出etopic of the topic. 
Then，出eproblem is solved by assuming the length of the analysis section to be variable時lengthto出eproblem of 
happening because the analysis section is a fixed length in an existing text segmentation technique in出isrese訂ch.
Moreover，出econstruction of the layered structure of出etopic is tried as a result by divide the text.百1etext seg-
mentation technique for proposing it prepares two or more analysis sections where the analysis section length is 
different， and does tl1e text segmentation by each analysis section length.羽市enthe text segmentation is done by 
two or more analysis section lengths， two or more "Division pattem" is obtained.百1emore conviction level of the 
boundary suppo抗edby a lot of text segmentation pattems is high. Then， "Vote" by two or more division pattems 
is done， and the boundary supported by a lot of division pattems is detected in the Honde method.百1edetection 
precision of each analysis section length requested from the experiment was used as weight of the vote for the 
vote. 
百1ehierarchy is constructed with the segment of the text segmentation result. Hierarchical construction calcu-
lates the simil訂itycomputation of the adjoining segment. Segments for the similarity computation to exceed the 
threshold訂eunited. Next， the similarity computation is calculated出血ecoupling segment and出enext of出at.
lt is thought出atthe place where the similarity computation fals below the threshold is a place where the topic 
with large grain size changes. Processing is repeated until not being possible to unite or segment becomes two. 
Tbe proposed procedure w出 evaluatedby the recall ratio， precision， and the F-measure.百1eanalysis section 
length prep訂edlength from 1 to10. The value of the threshold used by the vote was changed and it experimented. 
18 transcriptions of τbe University of the Air lecture opinion， 5 automatic speech recognition， and 23 textbooks 
were used to experiment. "Do not vote"出atoptimized出eanalysis section and "Voting" that gave the best出resh-
old was compared. ln the textbook， F-measure of "Do not vote" is 0.003 height from "Vote". ln the transcription， 
F-measure of "Vote" is 0.02 height from "Do not vote". Moreover， itcame to be able to adjust出 erecall ratio and 
precision by changing出ethreshold by doing "Vote". 
百letranscription by voice recognition were compared with the transcription by people. As a result， F-measure 
of出etranscription by people is about 0.05・0.15height from the transcription by automatic speech recognition. 
However， itdid not especially relate to the change of the word e汀orrate and出eF value. 
百1ehierarchical construction experiment that used the power output of白etext segmentation and the hierarchical 
construction experiment出atused boundary location information on由。 co古ectanswer were done as an evalua-
tion of hierarchical construction. lt was shown to be able to do hierarchical construction by the experiment by the 














































Data transformation between different databases has become increωingly important in recen七years. We 
encounter data transformations activities in many situations， such as in migrating data from an old database 
system to a new database system， and in publishing data from databases in the given XML format. In general， 
data transformation by hand requires a tremendous cost in human e百'ort.To avoid this， many systems have 
been developed to support data transformation. 
In our context， a data transformation is expressed as ]T = F(I5)， where S is the source database schema， 
T is the target da七abaseschema， ]5 is an instance of S， and ]T is an instance of T. Here， the function F is 
a database query七otransform ]5 to ]T. In order to construct F， the relationship between the components of 
database schemas S and T have to be known. In existing da回一transformationsupport systems， the user of the 
system performs schema matchingヲwhichis an operation to provide information about the relationships between 
database schema components， and the system constructs F used by the given correspondences between S and T. 
More precisely， the schema matching consists of the following two operations: (1) Draw correspondences (lines) 
between components of database schemas S and T. (2) Input expressions to compute values of components of 
the target database schema. Performing schema matching is not easy for the following七hreereasons: 
• U sers of the system have to understand the structures of the source and target datab出 eschemas. There 
are usually various constraints， such as a foreign key constraint， indatabase schemas， sothe user canno七
perform schema matching without understanding such constraints. 
• In generalうwhenthe number of components of database schemas increases， the search space for correspon-
dences between such large database schemas significantly increases. The number of possible combinations 
of correspondences from the source datab部 eschema (with m components) and the target database schema 
(with ηcomponents) is 2m xη. 
• Schema matching entails a tight connection between the inter-schema relationships and the computation 
expressions. This close connection makes it di伍cultfor the user to perform schema matching. 
In this research， we developed a system， named SMARTう tohelp the user to perform schema matching. 
SMART does not perform direct schema matching against database schemas but perform schema matching in 
七hefollowing w町 Fi凶ぅ SMARTextracts conceptual schemas (expressed as UML class diagrams) from the 
given source and target database schema. Second， the user de五nesthe correspondences between components of 
the extracted conceptual schemas with the system's help. This approach has the following three advantages: 
• Showing extracted conceptual schem出 supportsthe userうsunderstanding of structures of database 
schem剖 comparedto showing database schemas directly. 
• The relationships can be given as those between classes， not attributes， which makes the search space for 
matching attributes smaller. 
• The extraction of conceptual schemas can separa七erelationships between schema components and com“ 
putation expressions. The separation makes individual problem easier for the user. 
Firs七， this paper proposes a method for schema matching using conceptual schemω. Second， this paper 
explains the design and implementation of our prototype system based on the method. Third，七hispaper 
proposes a method for evaluating effectiveness of various data-transformation support systems. And finallyう
this paper shows an experimental result to compare our SMART system and IBM冶 Cliosystem， which is a 
well-known system to support data transformation. The experimental results show that our SMART system is 

















































In the last decade， speech recognition techniques have remarkably progressed and 
nowadays many information service systems have incorporated automatic speech 
recognition (ASR) as a speech interface. However， there are stil difficulties in noisy 
environment use for speech interface sysωms. In this paper， we propose speech 
enhancement techniques which is based on but improved from an inter-channe1 signal 
processing method utilizing sparseness of speech power spectra， previous1y proposed. 
The conventiona1 inter-channe1 signal processing uses inputs of two channel 
microphones， but it is difficult to reduce a noise signa1 in severa1 relative directions of 
speech and noise signals. Therefore， we introduce three channe1 microphones and new 
modu1ation techniques to reduce noise signals. These techniques inc1ude a1so the 
following features that it can be constructed by a small and simple microphone system 
and can adapt the change of the sound source positions in addition to the case of two 
sources located in the same direction. 
The proposed techniques are eva1uated by experiments of computer simu1ations and 
a1so by using rea1 sounds recording in a simple sound proof room. We use two indexes 
for the evaluation: noise reduction rate (NRR) which indicates the feasibility of noise 
reductiveness and signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) which indicates that of signa1 phase 
distortion. The resu1ts by the computer simu1ations show that the NRR and SDR are 
improved in about 1dB to 5dB and also， word recognition ratβs by a well-known ASR 
system are improved in the maximum about 13%， compared with the conventional 
method. The results in the simple sound proof room are the fol1owing: the SNR is 


























することによって、幅広いジャンノレを扱うことがで、きる。 XMLTopic Maps はメタレイヤのデータである。こ
の利点として、インターネット上の情報リソースを改変することなく、簡単に情報を整理することができる。















In recent years， the Internet has accomphshed rapid development as the information and 
telecommunications infrastructure， Itis serving as important sources of information. Furthermore， 
movements which utilize them are performed actively. 
A1though much important infomlation is developed on the Internet， there is not necessarily consistency 
among such information. For example， the retrieval by keywords on reference sites is a general method in 
search of simple information. However， when related information is acquired from the keywords， 
inconsistent results may be brought in by web pages. It is very important to acquire the information on the 
Intemet as onピsknowledge. For that purpose， itis indispensable to arrange information into consistent 
form on one's viewpoint. 
The system which supports the arrangement work of consistent information is realized as the solution. 
The trial production is made for the purpose ofbuilding the system which fils the following requirements 
with this research. 
(1) Users acquire and arrange knowledge. 
(2) Users do the structuring work of knowledge based on the information on the knowledge 
accumulated in the system， or the Internet. 
(3) Users share among users the data created by work. 
(4) By accumulating the created data， the knowledge which a system offers increases and a support 
function is strengthened. ln view of a system side， this is called self-extension. 
XML Topic Maps is used for the data form of the knowledge structure to treat in realization of this 
system. By defining and restricting the model of a topic， a汀angementaccording to the knowledge domain 
is made smooth. On the other hand， variant genres can be treated by exchanging a topic definition. XML 
Topic Maps is data of a meta-Iayer. As this advantage， information can be aπanged easily， without 
changing the information resource on the Intemet. Moreover， itis raised as an advantage that a 
knowledge representation intuitive and simple is also possible. XML Topic Maps is standardized by ISO 
and there is compatibility in the file created by this system. The file created by this system can be used 
other systems， and the created knowledge data can be employed broadly. 
This system is constituted as a server/client system as follows. 
自 Onclient sides， ithas the function of reference， display， and edit. 
“On a server side， itprovides the processing function and accumulation space of XML Topic. 
ln this system， a client side Applet is used and a server side Servlet is used. On clients， only display of 
XML Topic Maps， transmission of data and commands emlssion are performed. AlI the servers that 
received the command合oma c1ient perform actual XML Topic Maps processing and edit. At that time， 
JavaAPI called TM4J to operation of XML Topic Maps is used. 
Based on the above system design， the trial production system was made and the evaluation was 
performed. The inquiry of seven items correspond to the pu中oseof a system was prepared， which were 
evaluated by six persons. Good results were obtained about the items of the main purposes of a system. 



























































We proposed a system for evaluating a subject's impression ofhandwritten characters. The subject 
chooses his!her favorite characters企omthose that were displayed on the screen of the system. The 
process of choosing characters continued until the subject finds the most favorable character. The 
system collects subjects' responses to the presented handwritten characters， such as the character size， 
inclination degree， and so on， throughout the evaluation. We can analyze the subject's impression of 
the characters by tracking the loci of subject's responses. 
1n realizing the character presentation system mentioned above， problems were as follows: 
(1) Generation of handwritten characters with widely varied shapes. 
(2) Ref1ection of impression for a subject in generating handwritten characters to be displayed on the 
system's screen in the following evaluations for the same subject. 
We realized widely distorted handwritten character by varying the values of parameters which 
control features of the generated characters. The features can be classified into two categories. The 
one is global features and the other local features. Using the features we made the characters used 
for the succeeding evaluation with the help ofinteractive genetic algorithms. 
Genetic algorithm is a search techni司ueused in computer science to find approximate solutions to 
optimization and search problems. Genetic algorithms are a particular class of evolutionary 
algorithms that use techniques inspired by evolutionary biology such as inheritance， mutation， natural 
selection， and crossover. 
We conducted two types of experiments， usability experiment and impression experiment， to see if 
the system has effective usability and to investigate subjects' impressions of the handwritten characters. 
1n the usability experiment， subjects are required to answer whether or not the sizes and the number of 
characters displayed simultaneously on the screen a1'e suitable. 1n the impression， subjects are 
requested to select the most favo1'able characte1' on the screen in every test. Comments were also 
collected from the subjects. We utilized a conventional Liquid Crystal Display， 1280 by 1024 pixels， in
each experiment. 
Expe1'imental results showed that the system can be used fo1' imp1'ession evaluations of handwritten 




Construction of hand-written character data base for clarification of 






































We constructed a database for evaluating variations in handwritten characters. 
In the research of handwritten character recognition or writer identification， extraction of 
the properties of individual writing style from handwritten characters is quite important. 
A data base containing widely varied characters in their shapes with different types of 
writing information such as pen point coordinates， pen point pressure， finger pressure， 
physical conditions of writers， and so on， is intrinsically necessary for analysis of 
handwriting. In spite of the demand for such kind of data base， an effective data base has 
not been realized. 
In realizing such database， problems were as follows: 
(1) what kinds of writing condition should be applied? 
(2) how to construct writing information acquisition system? 
We investigated the cases when and how shape distortion would occur in handwriting. In 
the investigation， subject are required to write some characters with different conditions 
such as writing speed and size and asked to report their impression on writing them. From 
the results of the investigation， we focused the aim of the database construction on the 
analysis of the properties of personal writing style appeared in different writing speeds. 
We also made three types of handwritten character acquisition systems using a tablet and 
a pressure-sensitive pen. The one was realized with a ready幽madetablet device， another was 
made by modifying the acquisition equipment we had built in the past with a 
pressure-sensitive pen， the other was built with the ready-made tablet and the modified 
tablet. The third system can simultaneously measure pen pressure on the tablet surface and 
finger pressure on the pen body. 
Specifications of handwritten character databases constructed here are as follows: 
(1) three kinds of writing speeds， slow， normal， and rapid， are introduced， 
(2) four categories of Hiragana 'RU'， 'NO'， 'RO'， and 'HI' are used， 
(3) four to six right-handed subjects ranging from 18 to 24 years of ages， two male and four 
female students of University of Tsukuba， participated， 
(4) each subject writes 100 characters a category. 
(5) a total of 12，000 characters are collected. 
The data bases and character acquisition systems constructed by this research can be 























は、処理過程を以下の 2つに分けてモデリングを行う。 1つは、音源材質に関する部分を AR過程の線形
フィルタによるモデリング、であり、もう 1つは、 HMMによる時系列波形のモデリングである。この研究
では、認識対象を単音源としている。この手法を複合環境音の認識に、そのまま拡張することはできない。


















A person understands his environment by using hearing information as well as visual information 
We recognize sound sources as preprocessing of circumference environment understanding. For 
example， we can often recognize a kind of danger by verifying sound sources. However， in real 
environments， such sounds are compounded and overlapped. Therefore， itis necessary to recognize 
the sound sources in those environments. In this paper we describe basic research results of 
developing a method for mixed sound sources recognition. 
In speech recognition research area， environmental sounds so far have been treated as noise. 
However， recently， itis recognized as important research to understand or verify environmental 
sounds because ofits usefulness. Speech recognition technique， Hidden Markov Model (Hl¥仏1)can be 
applied to the sound source recognition， but it is not adequate because the acoustic characteristics are 
different from speech signal. 
There is a modeling method of environmental sounds with Auto-Regressive HMl¥1 (AR-HMM) 
The AR-HI¥仏1divides a process into two stages: modeling of a linear filter by AR process and that of a 
source wave pattern by HMM. This modeling can be just applied to recognition of single 
environmental sounds. Separately， the AR-珂MMdecomposition method has been proposed， w hich 
divides a mixed sound in the condition that individual AR-HMMs are known. We apply this method 
to our recognition task， where the AR-HMM decomposition is treated as an algorithm to calculate 
likelihood of mixed AR-HMMs representing the mixed sound sources 
We built a recognition system for the mixed environmental sounds based on the above technique 
and conduct several experiments to confirm feasibility of the proposed method. Sound sources used 
in the experiments consist oftwo groups: one is five kinds of pulsive sounds， and the other is five kinds 
of sustained sounds. The mixed sounds are made by linearly adding two of each group， resulting ten 
mixed sounds of each group. Experimental results are the following: (1) In the case ofpulsive sounds， 
the best recognition rate is obtained w hen the degree of the AR model is 16， and the recognition rate is 
56.4[%]. In the case of sustained sounds， the best one is obtained w hen the degree is 24， and the best 
rate is 59.0[%]. (2) Almost similar recognition rates are obtained even when the time patterns of 










































People sear、ching1'or information nlay require access to many 01' the resources found 
in libraries and on the Internet. I describe a technique tha七continuouslylinks related 
inforrnation d目、ivedfrom many di豆町、entsources， and the technique is compared with 
two rnodels of information search behavior. 
In1'ormation on the Inter、netis accessed through a por、talsysterTI that provides links 
to various sites. Info1'mation within these sites gener、allyhas a hierar、chicalo1'ganization 
with an entry point known as the top page. Links can connect the user to the top pages 
of many diffe1'ent types of information with what appea1's to be simultaneous ret1'ieval. 
U se1's accessing a link via cur1'ently available portal systems must initiate each new 
search from the top page， with app1'opr、iatekeywordsう to1'etr、ievefurthe1' info1'mation. 
And to obtain the 1'elevant items of infor、mation，the 10cation information system may 
p1'ovide links to other sou1'ces that cannot always be accessed during the search. 
I have constI、ucteda prototype information access assistance system， for 1'esearch in 
lib1'ary and information science. It makes dynamic continuing links to r叫atedinform仕
tion resources， and provides cumulative 1'esults. The databases for metadata， books， 
Web sites，出ldweblog a1'ticles a1'e accessible with this prototype. The info1'mation list 
and detai1ed info1'mation are displayed on the 1'ight side of the browser window， with 
the 1inks to more info1'mation sou1'ces displayed on the left side. When a user supplies 
keywords and selects an in1'ormation resource， the system provides組 appropriate1'esult 
list and links to addi tional info工、mationresources. These links use the same keywords 
to gene1'ate the 1'esult list f1'om the extra info1'mation sources. If the use1' selects ari 
additional source， the system then displays the detailed info1'mation and links to all the 
information sources connected with that system. When the user chooses one of these 
links， the nouns in the title field are dynamically extracted by morphological ana1ysis 
and used to search for related information from the othe1' sources. In this way， the use1' 
can obtain information that would not otherwise be 1'etrieved by the original keywords. 
This system supports the sea1'ch behavio1's described by Wi1son1 and Bates2 in which 
peop1e repeated1y change thei1' search st1'ategies during a search sequence. Since this 
system automatically disp1ays links from successive searches in a sing1e br、owse1'view， it 
should facilitate searches for re1ated info工、mationf1'om diverse sou1'ces. 
In conclusion， this p1'ototype system， with its continuous links to many info1'mation 
sources， should be useful 1'01' peop1e requiring re1ated in1'ormation derived from many 
different Internet 1'esources. 
(研究指導教員:長谷川秀彦 副研究指導教員:宇陀則彦)
lWilson， T.D. Models in information behavior research. Journal of Documentation， vol. 55， no. 3， 
1999， p.249-270. 
2Bates， M. J. The Design of browsing and berr・ypickingtechniques for the online search interface. 
Online Review， vol. 13， no. 5， 1989， p.407-424 
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利用者環境適応型の電子図書データ形式変換システム


















































ln recent years， electronic books (e-books) have become popular. As the number of data formats for 
presenting e-books increases， so does the amount of browsing software and equipment. Such software or 
equipment is a main part of a user's environment for reading e-books. For users' convenience and ease of 
readability， e-book providers should prepare e-books in various data fonnats that are appropriate for users' 
environments， which differ in size of display and capacity of data. However， from the standpoint of loads and 
costs， it is difficult to prepare e-books to fit al usersラenvironments.
The aim of this research is to construct a system for providing e-books in data formats that are appropriate to 
users' environments. The system converts the e-book data format according to the user's request， based on 
characteristics of the user's environment. Such conversion decreases the cost of preparing e-books in various 
data formats. 
This research focuses on e-books such as novels and any reading materials that consist mainly of letters， 
except for comics and dictionaries. This type of e-book， which users read from beginning to end， basically has 
a document structure that consists of a title， chapters， and text body. When the data format of an e-book is 
converted to another format， itsstructure should not be modified from the reader's viewpoint. The e-book data 
may include some text decorations such as sizes and typefaces of fonts， and underlines. These decorations are 
not always necessary for reading the e-books， and are not always guaranteed presentatioηbecause some users' 
environments cannot support them. The system obtains information about characteristics of the user's 
environment， and decides which decorations can be saved for presentation. So the conversion system preserves 
text and docllment structure of the e-book and makes its best efforts to save decorations that can be sllpported 
by the lIser's browsing software and/or eqllipment. 
The system has several components of conversion to every data format of source e-books and output 
sofuへlareand/or eqllipment. Components that are made for directly converting source e-books to output formats 
are reqllired for each combination of source data format and output. To reduce the number of converting 
components， the author introduces an intermediate data format for conversion， by which the converting 
components are classified Into two types. One， called input-converter， converts source e-book data to an 
intermediate data format. The other， called outpllt-converter， converts the intermediate data format of the 
e-book to the data format appropriate to the lIser's environment. Thus， the total converting components are the 
sum of source data formats and OlltputS. When the intermediate format is lIsedヲthecapacity of presentation of 
the intermediate format may be a bottleneck. This problem occllrs mainly with text decorations: it is difficult to 
define a fixed intermediate data format that contains al types of decorations， since many types of decorations 
exist and the number grows daily. 
To solve this problem， the author has defined an intermediate data format that has syntax for extending al 
types of decorations. This format is based on JepaX， a specification defined by the Japan Electronic Publishing 
Association. JepaX already has syntax to extend elements for some decorations or annotations， but the syntax 
permits free description to describe meanings of additional decorations or annotations. The author defines 
formal syntax for the extension， designed for generation and interpretation by the converting components. 
The system contains some inpllt/outpllt-converters. Because of the difference of characteristics of users' 
environments， several output陣convertersand input-converters may be available for the same data format. The 
system chooses the most effective pair of inputloutput-converters from candidate pairs for the same data format. 
If the pair is not appropriate for a lIser's environment， the lIser modifies the information about the 
characteristics of his environment， and other output-converters are chosen. 
The author has implemented a web-based system that converts e-book data to an appropriate data format for 
a user's environment. The system is developed as a JavaServlet. It has four inpllt-converters that support 
Aozora-Bunko format， and six output-converters: two types SllppOrt HTML for browsers on PCs and four 
suppo口CHTMLfor some types of mobile phones. The author tested the system with four types of browsing 
so会wareand mobile phone emulators. The system chose the most applicable input/output-converter pair for 
each user's environmetit. The functions to modify information abollt the characteristics of a lIser's environment 
-also worked withollt problems. Thus， this system sllccessfully converts e-books into appropriate data format for 



















































In the recent spread of the Inte1'net， metadata is one of the technologies that has been used for 
:finding network information e伍ciently.Metadata， defined as st1'uctu1'ed data about data， has been 
used widely to describe the information 1'esources using， for example， bibliographic data， geog1'aphy 
infOl'mation， RSS data， add1'esses， and so on. A Metadata schema is a labeling， tagging or coding 
syste血 usedfor 1'ecording cataloging information 01' structuring descriptive records. A metadata 
schema establishes and de:fines data elements and the rules governing the use of those data elements 
to describe a 1'esource. Metadata schemas have been developed in di宜e1'entcontexts that use metadata 
as described above. Implementers seek a metadata vocabulary for their particular service 01' system 
because they acknowledge the impo1'tance ofinteroperability， but there is often pressure also to satisfy 
local requirements and to be innovative. Thus， a tension between using standard terms in a 
vocabularてyand localization is common in metadata schema development. There are other problems， 
such as the necessity to have knowledge about the use of XML and XMURDF in metadata schema 
desc1'iption， 01' a lack of a clear method fo1' the 1'e-use of schemas. 
Towa1'ds solving these problems and suppo1'ting the metadata schema development.， the autho1' 
proposes a model of a method to discover and recycle existing metadata schema. This research 
developed a suppo1't method fo1' metadata schema development， consisting of a method for finding 
needed terms企omexisting metadata vocabularies， and adapting the metadata terms for their 
particular use. The method proposed by this research Is based on application p1'ofiles， discussed in the 
DCMI， and includes the following models. 
. An element 1'e:finement model using RDF's domain and range 
. A genre-restricted search modell a structured search model supporting appropriate discovery 
. A metadata navigation model including illustration by graph 
An element 1'e韮nementmodel is for modifying a element from existing metadata schemas by 
desc1'iption of the restricting scope of the descriptive object (rdf.domain) and the scope of the 
descriptive value (rdf.range). In this thesis， the author illustrated the separation of syntax and 
semantics in metadata schema by the layered model of metadata and showed an example of general 
description of application profiles and description of application pro五lesapplying the element 
refinement model. 
A genre-restricted search model makes use of restriction by genre， while a structured search model 
makes use of genre-based structure. Both of them support approp1'iate element discovery. 
A metadata development navigation model including illustration by g1'aph is a model to navigate 
users by displaying RDF graphs when b1'owsing metadata schema/terms as 1'esult of a sea1'ch. This 
model includes procedures fo1' selecting metadata elements and desc1'ibing syntactical 1'est1'ictions 
using application profiles. 
The method p1'oposed in this 1'esearch fo1' metadata schema/te1'ms retrieval and reuse， which is made 
for improving釦ll-textsea1'ch and text'based browse of the DCMI metadata registry， 1'educes the 
repetition in the metadata development and improves the interoperability and reusability of metadata 





































の外来語だけに使用される「刻、 rnJ、f争J'¥ r IlJ，Jを含んだ単語とモンゴノレ語の一般的な文法規
則に違反する単語を外来語として抽出するまた、本研究で新たに発見した規則もある。例えば、










Ref1ecting the rapid growth in science and technology， new words and technical terms have been 
progressively created. These words and terms are transliterated into other languages and imported as 
loanwords. Because loanwords are often not included in dictionaries， these words decrease the quality 
of naturallanguage processing， information retrieval， machine translation， and speech recognition. 
However， compiling dictionaries is expensive because it relies on human introspection and supervision. 
In view ofthis problem， a number of automatic methods have been proposed to extract loanwords and 
their translations from corpora. 
In Japanese， extracting 10anwords can be performed with a high accuracy because 1oanwords are 
spelled out with Katakana phonograms， which are not often used for conventional Japanese words. 
However， automatic extraction of 10anwords is difficult in languages in which both loanwords and 
conventional words are spelled out s出necharacter， such as Korean and Mongolian. 
To the best of our knowledge， no attempt has been made to extract loanwords from Cyrillic Mongolian 
corpora. E:xisting methods targeting Korean corpora extract 10anwords by means of phonetic 
differences between conventional Korean words and loanwords. However， these methods require 
manually tagged training corpora and are e)中enslve.
There is a method that does not require tagged corpora in extracting loanwords from Korean corpora. 
In this method， the words that are phonetically s出1I1arto Japanese Katakana words are extracted as 
loanwords. Because the extracted loanwords are also corresponded to a Japanese word， a 
J apanese-Korean bilingual dictionary can a1so be produced in a single framework. Ho~ever， because 
this method uses the DP matching for computing similarity between Korean words and Japanese 
Katakana words， the computational cost is prohibitive. We use this method， but improve the 
computational efficiency. 
There is another prob1em in the automatic extraction of loanwords in Mongolian. Sentences in 
Mongolian are segmented on a phrase-by-phrase basis. A phrase consists of an independent word (e.g.， 
a noun or verb) and an adjunct (e.g・， a postpositional particle). However， independent words can 
potentially be inf1ected in phrases. Because loanwords are usually independent words， we have to 
identiちTthe original form by means of stemming. 
Motivated by this background， we propose methods to extract 10anwords from Cyrillic Mongolian 
corpora and produce a J apanese-Mongolian bilingua11oanword dictionary. We a1so propose a stemming 
method to identify independent words in Mongolian phrases. 
E:xisting methods for Mongolian stemming use noun dictionaries. However because we extract 
1oanwords w hich are not in e:xisting dictionaries， these methods can not be used. We propose a 
Mongolian stemming method that does not require noun dictionaries. 
We manually produced seven ru1es to extract foreign words from Mongolian corpora. For examp1e， we 
extract as a 10anword a word including a consonant that is usually used to spell out 10出lwords.We can 
a1so extract a word w hich vio1ates the Mongolian grammar as a loanword. Loanwords can also be 
identified by comparing and ana1yzing word similarity in Mongolian corpora to J apanese Katakana 
words. Because the extracted 10anwords are also corresponded to a Japanese word， a Japanese-Korean 
bilingual dictionary can a1so be produced. We use DP matching together with N-gram retrieval for 
computing similarity between Mongolian words and Japanese Katakana words to improve the 




A program libt:ary for deye!oping web applications 





















































Today， as the Internet spans the world， the number of web sites written in various languages grows. 
Some of these languages (e.g. English) have to be written horizontally， some (e.g. traditional 
Mongolian) have to be written vertically， while some (e.g. Japanese and Chinese) can be written 
either horizontally or verticaIly. 
Using various languages to provide information on the web sometimes requires writing texts 
vertically and horizontally on the same page. For example， when a web page search service collects 
various web pages and shows results that are retrieved to satisfy a user's request， the results 
sometimes include a mixture of horizontal and vertical texts. However， no general rule exists 
regarding the display of texts that include both characters to be written vertically and those to be 
written horizontal1y on the web. 
Usual web pages are displayed as simple texts that are written only horizontally or vertically， so 
some characters are rotated by 90 degrees to be displayed in the same writing direction. Otherwise， 
the texts are split into a vertical writing pa口anda horizontal writing part for display in the original 
directions. 
When the whole text is displayed in a single direction， itis difficult to read the characters that are 
rotated by 90 degrees. However， todisplay characters in the original direction (vertical or horizontal)， 
it is necessary to use CSS stylesheets to describe which character strings are to be displayed 
vertically and which are to be displayed horizontally. In development of web applications in 
particular， programmers have to write programs that generate stylesheets specifying the directions of 
characters in the source text. The programs must examine every character in the text and decide 
which character strings are to be displayed horizontally and which are to be displayed vertically. 
τhis research defines a rule for including both characters to be displayed horizontally and those to 
be displayed verticaIly. The outline of the rule is that each character is displayed in its original 
direction if mixing directions does not break the layout of the text. Otherwiseラ eachcharacter 
included in the text is displayed in the same direction， which is determined by the ratio of horizontal 
and vertical characters. A program library was developed for web applications that display 
multilingual texts fol1owing this rule. With the use of this library， itis easy to develop web 
applications that display multilingual texts without specifying the directions of character strings， 
even if the texts include both verticalIy and horizontally written characters. The library supports 
English， Japanese， Chinese， and traditional Mongolian. It processes traditional Mongolian as a 
vertical writing Ianguage， and others as horizontally written languages. 
The library has functions for automatically setting the layout of texts and for specifying layout and 
directions of characters without complicated descriptions of CSS stylesheets. Moreoverヲ because
operating systems and web browsers do not suppo口inputand output of traditional Mongolian texts， 
the library includes these functions. The library was developed with Java and can be used from Java 
Servlets and JSP pages. Because of CSS stylesheet processingラtheservlets and JSP pages that use 
the library require Internet Explorer version 5.5 or higher for viewing correct text layouts. 
In order to estimate functions of the library， a simple web application of retrieval of multilingual 
texts was developed. This application uses the library for displaying multilingual' texts on web 
browsers. Only four steps are involved in the program code of the application to display multilingual 
texts that may include vertically written characters. If the application is developed without the library， 
over自負ysteps could be involved. 
The library dev己lopedin this research easily adds functions for displaying multilingual texts， 
including both horizontally and vertically written characters， to web applications. It also makes 
program codes of web applications simple and short， so programmers can easily develop web 





A comparable study for reading novel over various media 























て比較した。主観評価において、快適度に関する順序は紙媒体>LIBRle > CRT:， LCDとな
っているが、疲労度に関しては実験 2と同じ順序を示した。そのため、媒体の呈示条件の
変化に関わらず、 LIBRleは読みやすさが紙媒体に最も近い位置にある媒体と言える。客観













A new type of reading media appeared on the market in 2004 using the technology of e-paper， 
which was expected as a human-企iendlyproduct in future society. In order to develop an ideal 
presentation mediumョitis necessaηto evaluate existing presentation media from the aspect of 
comfortableness of reading as well as to improving relevant technologies. 
The goal of the present study is the evaluation and comparison of four types of reading media: 
paper， CRT， LCD and e-paper. Both subjective and objective evaluations were in甘oduced.The 
subjective evaluation was carried out mainly using the method of rating scale. The objective 
evaluation consisted of reading efficiency (reading speed and rate of correct answer) and reading 
fatigue which was tested by CS (contrast sensitivity)， CFF (critical f1icker frequency) and visual 
acUlty. 
In experiment 1， four砂pesof media were evaluated to compare with each other for a short time 
novel reading (for 3 minutes). The results from both subjective and objective evaluations indicated 
出atpaper was the most excellent as a reading medium both in pleasantness and controllabilityにThe
e-paper book (LIBRIeラSONY)was not so good as the paper but was betler than the displays (CRT 
and LCD) in pleasantness. However， incontro11abilityラLIBRIewas not only inferior to the paper， but 
was also inferior to the displays. 
In experiment 2， four media were compared with each other at fixed con仕01display conditions for 
a long time reading (for 30 minutes). The results in the subjective evaluationラshowedthat the order 
of pleasantness was paper > LIBRIe > CRT =T LCD and the order of fatigue was paper =T LIBRIe > 
CRT =T LCD. In the objective evaluation， the reading speed and rate of correct answer were almost 
the same for a1 media. As for the changes of CSラCFFand visual acuityラnostatistical difference was 
found in any media. 
In experiment 3ラfourmedia were compared with each other at企eelyadjusted display conditions 
for the long time reading (for 30 minutes). The order of pleasantness was the same as that in 
experiment 2ラindicatingLIBRIe was at a position nearer to paper than displays (CRT and LCD) both 
in pleasantness and in fatigue regardless of the presentation conditions. In the objective evaluationラ
the order of reading speed was paper > CRT =T LCD =T LIBRIe. LIBRIe needed the longest time for 
changing pages. 
The results in this study proved that p叩erwas the top in almost a1 the factors for reading among 
the four media except the factor of novelty; and e-paper product LIBRIe was inferior to paper but 
was superior to displays (CRT and LCD) in almost al the factors for reading except the factor of 
con甘ol1ability.LIBRIe needed the longest time for changing pages among the four media. The final 
goal of e-paper should be to possess the advantages of both paper and displays. Although the current 
かpaperproduct (LIBRIe) is close to paper in some factors for reading， serious problems stil remains 
















































Reflecting the rapid growth of m ul凶血伊alinformation on出eInternet， there is a demand for 
importing new words企omforeign languages. There are同70methods to import foreign words; 
translation and transli胎ration.官狙slationrequires to investigate the meaning of the ωurce 
word while仕組sliterationcan be perゐrmedrapidly. 
在ansli胎rationis a method伽 importingaあreignword through i臼 pronunciationin也e
凶rgetlanguage. For example， the English word tlAdidastl is仕組sliteratedas“アディダス"in
J apanese and“関連法共Jf'in Chinese. 
Japanese Katakana and Korean Hangul紅 ephonograms that can be used for仕組slitera註on.
In Chinese， only Kar可icharacters are used. Because Kanji is an ideogram， even if同'0
characters have similar pronunciations， their meanings can potentially be cli宜erent.
For exarnple， tlCoca-cola" can be spelled out as“可口可楽円 (tastyand happy) and “口辛口投打(ぉ
spit).明也ilebo出位ansliterationsare phonetically similar初出eωurceEnglish， the伽 merhas 
a gl∞d impres白onfor a beverage and也elat伽 hasa bad impression. Thus， in位anslitera凶 g
wordsinωChinese，bo也出eimpression and meaning of words haveぉbeconsidered. 
Auωmatic transliteration methods have been proposed. However， Existing methods have 
focused primm:せyon pronunciation. 
We propose a仕組slitera世onmethod出atuses bo由也epronuncia註onand impression of the 
ωura word. This can be realized by two inputs; a回urceword and a list of impression 
keywords describing也eωurceword. 
However， aωurce word can be廿ansliteratedinto multiple candidates. Because we model bo也
出epronunciation and impression by a probabilistic model， multiple candidates are ranked 
according柏戸obabilitiesdetermined by也epronunciation and impression models. 
We showed the effec世venessof our me出odexperimentally. We used 210 Katakana words as 
the input and used the average rank of the correct仕組sliterationsas出eevaluation measure. 
We used a me也odusing only the pronuncia註onmodel as a control. As a result， our method， 
wl立chuses bo也也epronunciation and impression models， improved on the average rank of the 
correct transliterations. 
There訂e同'oout抗an必ngissues. First， the impression model has ωbe improvedω 也ata 
large number of Kanji characters can be generated with a high accuracy. Second;也epreference 





Development of a Subject、locabularyfor a Malaysian Cultural Subject Gateway 
学籍番号:2ω421086 








































百le陀 areMalaysian web pα也Isofi町出gavarie守ofinformati∞resources about Malaysia but出ぽewere
no subject vωbulari岱 avai1ableduring the出E 血oseweb portals were devel叩ed.Subj民tgateways use 
su句ectvocabulari邸 todefi.ne and or伊nizerelevant陀sourc邸 accordingto出.eneeds of出町包rgetaudience 
but whe也ぽth関崎倒v∞abulari岱 canbe used by a difi紅白tcommunity or be used to meet the n制 sof 
educators (nationally and i蜘 mtional1y)is sti1l an isue. 
In出isr，出国叫血eauthor has created me也da包forMalaysian culωral resoぽcesand subj配tvωab蜘 i邸
出atare crucial in b山lding也enavigation s同 tureof出eMalaysian Cultural S ubj民tGateway. In出efirst s旬
。fthis research， the author crea記da set of別delinesto be used as出eselection∞町氾forselecting Malaysian 
culωral resoぽces.Approximately 1700 metada包 recordsw的 crated企omapproximately 170 Malaysian 
websi缶s.百len，血.eme也da匂elementsfor詑sourced邸αi.ptionswere de白led百le釘宮旬da包schemaincluded 9 
elements based on the 0ゆlinCore: Title， Description， Publisher， Crator， Identifiぽ(URL)，Relatio旦Sゆject，
Tyt:肥andF ormat. A few adr旭国諸説iveelements were included to provide extra information about the resource. 
The Subjωelement contained 2 types of vocabularies: a con仕olledv∞abulary and keywぽdsderived directly 
企omせlecontent of resOlll'Ces. 
百leau血orcreated a list of 26 Categ∞回 andapproximately 260 Subωtegories for也eco凶 olled
v∞abu1ary白血eSubject element. From也ealmost 17∞r臨 da包 I民 ords，approxirnately 25∞different 
keywords wぽ.ecollected and studied TI即 ewere 1900 keywords出at∞cur詑donce and about 600出at
∞C町 edtwi∞ormore.官官keywぽ.dstl以∞C世間dmore than once were used俗也ebas包伽せleanalysis of 
企rekeywords. From出お仰のせ1eauthor found a need to白地ぽcategorize出回ekeywords. Thω， primary 
andseconぬrytopiωwerecrea制.
百leCateg∞esラSubcategoriesand keywords were紅lalyzedand白 followingr，邸ultswere found: 
(1) S匂tisticsshowing the c凶rac卸芯ticsofCategories and Subcategori回.
. Top 5 subjectωtegori回 ofresourc白 W閃“Music"，“Archi肱印ぱ;“GeneralInformation"， 
“助nce"釦 d"Place" approximately in the prl叩0此ion17%， 10%， 8%， 8% and 8% respectively. 
. Top 5 subject subcategori岱 of陀so阻む邸仕omca総goryM凶 ic，Dance and Place were“出storical
Place"，“ldiophone" ，“Muse凶n"，“MalayDance" and “Membranophone" approximately in出e
proportion 5%， 4%， 4%， 4% and 3% reヰ蹴tively.
(2) S包臨むshowingthe charac町Isticsofkeywords， p血naryand託児on也ryt叩lCS.
• Top 5 keyword counts ioclude“malaysia"，“悩stori剖':“ぽ久“musicalins仕UIIlenぱ， and 
“m凶eum"wi出104，87，81，77 and 73 coun臼r岱pectivel子
. Top 2 primary topic which contained most keyword coun包are“A比"and “Ins凱nnent"切出91
and87 res}X記tivel予
• Top 2 s民 00.也ryt叩icwhich con包inedmost keyword coun'ぉ m “dance"and “musiωi 
instrun首脳"wi血42and70記号:>ectively.
Anov1町viewofMalaysian wめportalsand a general description of metadata and出es両氏tstruc印reof 
sul:炉tg出waysar志 向 cnbedin出ebe炉問gof出spaper. General issu岱児伊r也19subj伐 tgateways are 
ex凶ined.百m 出eme也odof selecting [esoぽces，defining me包da白schema，subject encoding schemes and 
批評∞岱sof me泊da包 creationis descnbed.百回伊戸rshows and discusses the s臨むticsof subj倒






























上記第 lの分析結果一各軸の性質と第 2の分析結果一各軸に関連する伝達要因から， I軸を「主題軸j，I輸を
「場面(の明確さ)軸j，班軸を「広がり(感)軸」と名付けた.













The most important aspect of infonnation design is communication. This research is to explore a good 
infonnation designing with photographs. Designer have to know the users' mental infonnation space for 
good designing. 
In this research the users' mental infonnation space was analyzed and then the model of the mental 
infonnation space was constructed in the following step. 
As the first step of the analysis， users' way of organizing photographs in their mental information space 
was investigated . The map of the photograph in users' mental information space was visualized based 
on the card-sorting， and then on the multidimensional-scaling (MDS). 
As the result， the mental infonnation space was organized as three-dimensional space， and the character 
of each axis was defined as the following岨
Along with the axis.圃 Icreature-nature-artifact is displayed. 
The axis-1 changes from the concrete contents to the abstract contents. 
明 Theaxis-1I1 changes from wide命angleview to close-up view. 
As the second step， the relationships between the map of the photograph in the users' mental 
information space and communication factors were analyzed. Sensitivities to each communication 
factors were evaluated through an experiment. The multiple-regression-analysis revealed the relationship 
between each axis of the users' mental information space and the communication factors. Then， the 
relational expression was given as 
‘the position of the photograph in the mental information space = T. sensitivities'‘ 
(T is the transformation matrix which consists of pa代ialregression coefficients.) 
Each axis was related to the communiation factors as follows : 
The axis明 Iwas related to the sensitivity to "color"， "expanse" and "theme and meaning". 
The axis-1 was related to the sensitivity to "color"， "frequency" and I!place and time". 
The axis-III was related to the sensitivity to "qualityfl， "expanse". 
As the above result， axis-I was named as I!the subject axis" ， axis担 1was named "the scene axis" ， 
and axis-III was named as "the expance axis". 
As the third step， relations between the map of the photograph in the users' mental information space 
and "Is picture informative or evocative?1! were analyzed. It became clear by multiple-regressiorトanalysis
as the following. 
The axis-I was related to I!evocatice picture ll • 
- The axis-1 was related to "informative picture". 
The axis-III was related to both. 
According to the above three-旬stepoperation， the model was constructed which reflected the map of 
the photographs in the users' mental information space. And then eight areas were set up in the model to 
explane the character of sample photographs. 
Finally， the localization in the area of the model of unknown data (new photograph) was successfully 










































Health is one of the most precious values in modern life. Everyday， mass media 
reports topics from miraculous developments in scientific discoveries to malpractice， 
from unbelievable recoveries to unexpected deaths. These and others affect the way 
we see the world surrounding us. We learn and conceive images of diseases， cures， 
medical professions and systems. Studies show that television is the main source of 
health information and television drama can be an effective tool in altering viewers' 
behaviors. 
In order to examine the extent of effect medical content in television drama series 
can have on its viewers， an official message boa1'd of the medical d1'ama “Say hello to 
Blackjack" was content-analyzed. Though initial purpose of a message board was 
audience feedback， interactions among viewe1's with health problems covered by the 
d1'ama， between conce1'ned viewers and viewers in gene1'al， and between health 
professionals and viewers we1'e found. Patients and health professionals confessed 
their experiences related to health problems in question. Factual erro1's were corrected， 
and glimpses of reality were given out by health professionals. Related information 
from newspape1's and books was introduced by concerned viewers. Messages calling 
for medical reform， attitudinal change and perceptional change were also posted. The 
message board was acting as a forum for exchanging personal views， opinions， and 
experiences while p1'omoting understanding， empathy， and support among viewe1's with 
different backg1'ounds who may otherwise never communicate. The drama and this 
dynamic opportunity offered by this message board， together， seem to have propelled 
viewers to face health problems they have never acknowledged p1'eviously as issues they 
must deal with themselves. 
Television d1'amas not only affect individuals but can also mobilize the public. 
"Kamisama mousukoshidake" dealt with the issue of AIDS and HIV. The drama raised 
viewer awa1'eness and increased the number of AIDS counseling and HIV antibody 
testing performed at public health centers nationwide. 
Viewers pick up information while being ente1'tained by television drama. Of 
those who expect to learn and those stimulated unintentionally， some go on seeking fo1' 
more information. However， an overview of current medical drama websites show 
limited effort in providing health information to viewers affected by health topics 
covered in the drama. 
Dissemination of health related information via d1'ama websites holds the 
potentiality as an effective tool in raising audience awareness and providing 
viewer-support. Further researches， therefore， for understanding audience behavio1'-





































A Study on lndexing Method of Identification Tools 
for Animals on International Code of Zoological Nomenclature 
lt is expected that the identification of organism in variolls scenes being done exactly and 
qllickly. For this pllrposeラsllitableaccess point for an identification tools needs to be prepared to 
enable it to lSe the developed identi fication tools. Howeverラtheaccess point is restricted to the 
scienti tic name and geograph ic nameラandthe stlldy on the systematization and accumulation 
method of an identification tools has been hardly adequate for the purpose. So， itaims at proposing 
the organization and accumulation method ofthe information is useful for to select an identification 
tools the ani mals (except for fossils) on International Code of Zoological Nomenclature in this study. 
First， itis considered what will be as information to realize selection ofthe suitable 
identification tools， and information was defined by analysis ofthe database and website which can 
be used for identification. Consequentlyヲthisanalysis was fOllnd Olt that an identification tools 
consists of "lnformation of lntentions on Organism Set"ラ"Informationof Selections on Organism 
Sef'， and "Information ofBiological ClassificationへAndthe viewpoint of indexing to identification 
tools is proposed by the element of identification tool. 1 f information of identification tools was 
accumulated lIsing a free word， some problems are concerned， such as omission by the disagreement 
of discrepancy between an index term and a search term， and omission in accumulation of 
significant information. Then， 1 build up the vocabularγlist based on the viewpoint of indexing， and 
applied the vocabulary list， toindex the collected identification tools. For the verification of 
availability， 1 developed trial manufacture ofthe identification tools search system ref1ecting the new 
aspect. The information has to be registered manually to this system by indexers， while referring an 
identification tool and the vocabulary list. ln this system the first search step is identification of 
Organism Set， and the second step is comparison of retrieved identification tools. As a result of 
actually searching in this systemラthissystem was able to provide the information specified a suitable 
identification tools. 
Thus， inthis study， the access point to the identification tool limited to the geographic name 
and the scientific name was expandable to the access point in considel前 ionof the composition 
element of an identification tool further. Moreoverラinthis search systemラitis possible to choice the 
identification tools suited user demand. Howeverラtheadaptation range by the methods in this study 
Is limited to the animal on International Code of Zoological Nomenclature. 






















項目の属性値が疾患名の場合には、該当する InternationalStatistical Classification of Diseases 

























Objective: The aim of this research is to create a data model for fact database of clinicalliteratures 
in order to collaborate with information resources， which are medical records and MEDLINE data. 
In addition， this paper evaluates this model and examines availability of fact data in collaboration 
between clinical literatures and information resources. This model methodology keeps these data 's 
semantic content. Fact data are extracted from clinical literatures including figures and tables， and 
these data are numerical data about patient (patient data) and intervention (interventions data) with 
semantic content. Moreover data storages are without limiting extraction items and subject of 
articles. 
Method: The following processing steps have been done for this research. Full-text articles were 
divided into sentence parts and table (or figures) parts， then brought together after tagging. 
Sentence parts were given tags of component for article and became XML (eXtensible Markup 
Language) form file. Fact data in sentence parts and table parts were given tags for annotations， 
which attributes put fact data's information. Attributes associated with patient data are constituted 
from Group， Observation， Itemラ andData Unit. On the other hand， attributes associated with 
interventions data are constituted from Group， Exposure， Item， and Data Unit. Patient data 
extracted from result component， and interventions data extracted from method or result component. 
When patient data Item was diseases， this model put International Statistical Classification of 
Diseases and Related Health Problems.l Oth Revision (ICD-IO). When interventIons data Item was 
diseases， this model put Anatomisch-therapeutisch四chemischenCodes (ATCCode). In addition， 
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms were extracted from MEDLINE data (XML) of PubMed 
to examine possibility of mapping with extraction fact data and MeSH terms. By the method 
mentioned above， data were gathered from two research papers on drug therapy with 
5四aminosalicylicacid (5-ASA) in pregnancy. 
Result: Annotations for data made patient data identify Group and Observation (Baseline or 
Outcome)， but not identify Item. Because Item had descriptions in data unit or case unit. So， words 
for identify was inserted when necessary. Mapping with data Item and MeSH term was 
became.Item has hierarchical structure， but extensive relation or intensional relation by Scope Note 
of MeSH term made data Item and MeSH term map. There was no problem about intervention data， 
but data in table parts had no data， and data in sentence parts had data in only one research papers. 
Consideration: This model enabled to accumulate fact data with semantic content from clinical 
literatures. But， these results confrrmed that clinical literatures have two types of hierarchical 
structure. One is hierarchical structure of semantic content. The other is hierarchical structure of 
data. So this model needs to accumulate data in data unit and case unit， and link of subject and 
，details. In addition， data Items were able to mapping with MeSH term when use Scope Note of 
MeSH term. Consequently， itis inferred from these result that fact data in collaboration between 
clinicalliteratures and information resources by this model. Lastly， this research accumulated only 




A study of analysis and character -ex仕actionmethod仕omPatent D∞:uments儒 inthe case of 








































The popularization of the Internet has brought about a major change in the distribution， getting 
and using Patent Information recently. Patent Infornlation has been distributed via Internet， 
and its accessibility is far easier than old days. Among al， Patent Offices of Japan， United 
States， and Europe， has opened Patent information service without any charge on internet， 
deserves special mention. This occu町encehas tranSfOrnled Patent Information inωcommon 
wealth from professional possession. 
At the Salne time， Patent Information is pointed out that increasing its importance at 
companies and research institutions. Therefore， itis said the following: analyzing patent rights 
information andJor technical information， which have gotten from huge Patent， and using it for 
mana伊ngan o1'garuzatlOn， lSincreasing in importance. 
For that reason， occupations of people using Patent 1nformation have had variety仕oma few， at
an organization. 1n fact， a case of the company has 1'eported that: not only sta宜swho are in 
cha1'ge of Patent， but also the executive board， staff who are in charge of Law， 
Rβsearch&development， and Patent searchers， analyze Patent 1nformation in cooperation， Il1 
order to success theIr business. 
On the other hand， itis proposed a concept named "Text mining"， which is a methodology of 
discovery characte1' and knowledge from analyzing huge documents. Text mining is also 
algorithms of analyze documents that apply technologies of Information Retrieval and 
Computational Linguistics. But in present， concerning Patent Documents， appropriate 
methodology has not raised for Text mining. This research， therefore， set its goal the following: 
to propose analysis and characterextraction method using Text 1¥也ning，in order to apply this 
method by people without必血cul勿;who has a litle knowledge about Patent Information andJOI・
1nformation analysis. The subject of this reseぽ chhad been selected 0伍cialdocuments of issued 
patent concerning“Business Method Patent" in United States. 
引iVOsteps a1'e required fo1' using τext mining; the五rststep is transformed inωnumeric data 
仕omtext data described documents， and the second step is analysis of its numeric data. 
At the first step， sample Patent Documents had measured in its al terms'τe1'm F1'equency (TF) 
and Document Frequency (DF). And each TF and DF of al term had been data of created 
database records. Moreover， created database， had researched in order to clari.fY numeric 
property ofPatent Documents. This showed Zipfs law is stand up on sample Patent Documents 
as well as Academic Documents， and many number of high-1DF marked terms are statically 
Sl伊泌cantdi宜主1'encein abstract than claims. At the second step， using above-mentioned result， 
have tested analyze and characterextraction method仕omsample patent document by Text 
Mining. This step， 1 proposed two Text Mining methods. One is analyze and 
characterextraction method 企oma Patent Documents by DF and 1DF measure. Another， isa 
analyze method some Patent documents based on te1'ms co耐occurrence.Both of methods 1 
proPQsed， are useful a certain extent. At the same time， ithas clari五edthat two ofmethods need 








Site Summary) 1.0形式のデータを作成し、 HTMLに変換して携帯電話向けに情報を配信
する Webサーバシステムを開発した。携帯電話をユビキタス端末として、ニュースリリー
スを企業横断的に閲覧できることが本システムの特徴である。































1 developed Web se1'ver system that collects info1'mation from p1'ess 1'elease home 
pages of ente1'prises， and ext1'acts press 1'elease information to generate data in RSS 
(RDF Site Summa1'Y) 1.0 fo1'mat， and transfol百1Sthe RSS data to HTML to dist1'ibute 
info1'mation for cell-phone_s. A feature of the system is available to browse press 
releases ac1'oss ente叩riseswith a cell phone that is an ubiquitous te1'minal. 
“White Pape1' of Info1'mation Communication in 2004" reports that number of 
cont1'act fo1' a cell phone exceeded 80 lnillions， and that ninety pe1'cent of cell phone's 
type have function of connection to Internet. However， "Research Repo1't of Contents 
Business for Cell Phone in 2004" 1'eports that many people see a cell phone as a 
telephone not a te1'minal to get information. 
These facts mentioned above indicate that a cell phone has difficulties in browsing 
Web pages. HTML for a cell phone exists， since capability of a cell phone is infe1'ior to 
PC. Therefo1'e， Web contents fo1' a cell phone exist to be dist1'ibuted fo1' a cell phone. A 
full Web browse1' fo1' a cell phone is recently developed and available.五owever，despite 
the b1'owse1'， it is difficult to find necessary information in no1'mal Web page， since a cell 
phone's display is smaller than PC's， and since area to be displayed at once is also 
smaller than that ofPC. 
The1'efo1'e， 1 select ca1'efully data to be displayed and designed display modes for a 
cel1 phone fo1' a user to easily b1'owse contents that my system gene1'ates. Reasons to 
adopt p1'ess release are the followings; It is impo1'tant to browse new press 1'eleases in 
anywhere; HTML format in p1'ess release HP isfair in those of va1'ious Web pages， such 
as date， news title， URL. 
Developed systelTI consists of two modules: module to gene1'ate RSS data， and 
module to present RSS data. The forme1' ext1'acts date， news title， URL from 
enterprises' HP of press release registe1'ed by a user， and t1'ansforms ext1'acted data into 
RSS format to store RSS file. 1 adopted Shift-JIS code as character code of RSS data， 
since the code is widely used in Japanese cell phone. The latter accepts user's 1'equest， 
and transforms RSS data to HTML for a cell phone to display the HTML. The system 
has a function to retrieve news title with keyword input by a user. 
1 examined the RSS generation module with press release HPs of twenty two 
ent白prisesin various areas. The module generated right RSS data from seventeen 
enterprises' HP， and not good RSS data from five enterprises' HP. Main reason to 
generate not good data is the co1'responding HP includes date data not for news. Since 
description format fo1' press release HP is not standardized， it is necessa1'y to develop 
extraction algorithm for each enterprise 
The system makes the situation available that a user need not browse each 
enterprise's press r叶ease百P，and that he/she may efficiently get the information 
extracted by the system. A user may use RSS reader on a cell phone or PC to browse 





An obstacle against the legislation introduced by a Diet member in Japan 



























The present study aims to describe and analyze the obstacles against the legislation 
introduced by a Diet member in Japan. 
One of the most important factors for a Diet member to enact legislation is to collect 
required information. It has been believed that the Research and Legislative Reference 
Bureau (RLRB) in the National Diet Library would give of great help through 
legislative process in Japan. We have to admit， however， that the number of legislation 
introduced by a Diet member is a few， which leads a hypothesis that the RLRB in the 
National Diet Library has not worked as properly as expected. Speaking of how this 
situation has been brought， not only the organization and facilities in the National Diet 
Library but also a philosophy and the background of the Library must be taken into 
consideration. The National Diet Library was built in 1948 after， the World War r， 
based on the law which was mainly discussed between GHQ (General Headquarters) 
and Diet menibers. And some ideas that the Ministry of Education and the Japan 
Library Association were against to were speci五edin the text. 
First of al， the present study describes how the National Diet Library was founded， 
based on the historical materials and the minutes of the proceedings. In addition， some 
laws which had great effects on the process of the National Diet Library and its 
establishment and those opinions announced by the J apan Library Association， the Diet 
members and GHQ are covered. 
Secondly， the organization and facilities in the National Diet Library are described. 
The present study focuses on the staff seating， a budget， the reference and research 
system， the capacity of collecting information仕omabroad， and a several opinions based 
on Diet members' side so that the points at issue may be clear. Speaking of the facilities， 
the place where the Library was built， opening hours， and take岨 outprocedures are 
described. This analysis makes it possible to see the present situation in the National 
Diet Library standing on from both inside and outside viewpoints. 
Furthermore， the present study refers to those problems lain out of the RLRB， such 
as the capacity of a Diet member and some legislative procedures regulated by law. 
The purpose of this paper is to give care白1consideration to a question from every 
possible aspect and make a proposal that a Diet member in Japan will be encouraged to 




















































As users of the Internet e-mails are increasing， volume of かmailswhich are unsolicited by the 
receivers are growing. Such e-mails are called unsolicited bulk かmails(UBE)， unsoIicited 
commercial e-mails (UCE)， orspams. There are many tools to protect users企omsparns. A typical 
type of the tools filters UBE from received e-mails， called UBE filter or spam filter. Some spam 
filters are identiかingspams based on machine learning algorithms. Because they can filter spams 
precisely， many maiI user agenお andproviders use such learning駒basedspam filters. The learning-
based sp出nfilters have language dependency because they have morphological analyzer for 
extTacting words from e-mails. However， we have need of language independent method for spam 
filters because sp出nsare written in the Ianguages other than Japanese andJor English. There are 
some experiments to classifシかmailsぉ spamsor non旬spamsbased on language independent 
methods. This paper describes the implementation of a spam filter based on such language 
independent method， evaluates the filterラandimproves its processing speed and reduces its capacity 
of utilization storage. 
One method to fi1ter spams without language dependency has already been researched by Jiafu Yu 
in his graduation thesis. In his research， N由grammethod is substituted for the morphological 
analysis. Sub-strings of fixed length instead of words are used to classifシトmails.Both header part 
and body part of e-mails are divided into the suトstringsofN characters. The SVM (Support Vector 
Machine) is used for the learning and the classification of e-mails. The result ofhis experimentation 
shows high precision in classifシinge-maiIs which are written in EnglishヲJapanese，Chinese， and etc. 
The Jiafu Yu's progr剖nlearns sample e-mails and classifies target e-mails simultaneously because 
it is made for manually operated experimentation only. In this paper， the developed spam filter 
consists of m司ortwo pa出， a learning tool and a classifシingtoo1. The learning tool reads sample 
botb spams and non-spams， and make the learning database which includes SVM-modeI. The 
classifシingtool reads an incoming e-mail and the learning database， and classifies the かmailas sp出n
or non-spam. The result of the classification is returned as exit status of process of the classifying 
too1. 
Many people receive hundreds of spams per day. So the spam filters should be used without any 
trouble by such people. For example， the time elapsed for the c1assification should be not more than 
the time to spend for browsir溶かmails，and the capacity for storing the learning database should not 
waste the仕切spaceof the storage of PCs. From this viewpoint， this paper aims for reducing of the 
cIassification time and the size of learning database without losing the precision. The classification 
time and the size of the learning database depend on total amount of the suかstringswhich are 
extracted from e-mails. So decrease of the sub-strings reduces the cIassification time and the 
learning database size. The author ass田nesthat the sub-string which appears not frequently in the か
mails does not contribute to classifシthee-mail as spam or non-spam. Therefore， the total amount of 
the sub司stringscan be decreased without reducing detection and mis-detection rate of spams. The 
author made three versions of the learning tools to decrease the amount of the sub-string. Each of 
them learns the subset of the sub-strings as follows: 
(]) N pieces of the sub-strings with high appearance仕equencyin each e-mailラ
(2) M percent of the sub由stringswIth high appearance frequency in each かmail，and 
(3) The sub田stringsthat appears in more than N e-mails. 
The result of the experimentation of the above three tools shows that the c1assification time and 
the database size can be reduced without loss of precision and (3) is the best method for them. The 
smallest ratios of it to the Jiafu Yu's method are 27 percent of the database size， 33 percent of the 





















歌学書に比べ山形県内の歌枕に関する言己主がより詳しく、 「阿保登の関J r阿吉耶の松J r板敷山J r有





























“Utam沿cura"is places which a肥 describedin traditional Japanese poet巧'.A study of 
Utamakura occupies an impo此antposition in native district literature study. It is done in 
Yamagata t∞， but the study of''The Narrow Road ωthe Deep North" is studied centrally， and 
the陀 area few studies about Utamakura itself The児島re，1 collected information ofUtam法ura
in Yamagata，おldintend to show new knowledge about止
At first， 1∞Uected a陀 lateddocument ofUtama]王uraof Yamagata and show a bibliography in 
publication chrono1ogical order， and examined which Utamakura was described in the 
dぽ ument.1 madeあuritems， "A 1α~tion" " The traditional Japanese poetry which was made at 
there" "配∞，rdof original text" "re∞rd of study book"， and considered a plaa of each. In this 
study， "original text"おadocument written befo問 theEdo era and "Study b∞k" is a document 
Written after the M，句lera.
1 used documents of 1∞al∞rner of Yamagata p児島cturallibrary mainly. In addition， inthis 
study， 1 chωe'W泊五aMeisho Tshu泳0"as a new text.明TakaMeisho Tsh山ko"おstudyofta叫ffi
poetry book written in the Edo era by Takano Yuzan. This text is not yet studied， but a detailed 
description about Utamakura of Yamagata appears in it. 15 places of plaa name appears， 
fAotoooSe恒JfAkoya ∞MatsuJ fl匂ilci戸maJfUyamuya 00 SekiJ f G出泊nJfKoi no YamaJ fSula蹴戸maJ
fS似た出制 片山i詑JfTak:i∞Y担naJ fTshぼ凶悩maJ fTsuyushimaJ fMogamigawaJ fShiraito∞Tak:iJ 
fW故直-eno ShimaJ ，in this. What an author really went ωthe place紅ldsaw and heard was 
written in this text. There島町，This isa very precious text. 
Mainly on Utam必rnraintroduced in 'Waka Meisho Tsh山ko"，1 used place name dictionaries 
and investigated Utamakura ofYamagata. As a res吐t，1 added “lIazukashigawa円 and“Onuma 
Ukishima"ぉlddecided to study 17 places in total. Because these placses担モ recordeda 10t by 
other related documents. 
At五路t， 1 cb伐孟edthe k臨むonofthe Utamakura. In the case ofthe exis凶 gplaa from old 
days， itおoftenthat the plaa is different企oma陀∞Ird.明Thenthe plaa moved， 1ゐUowedthe 
change how the plaa changed. Next， 1 collected a related description of U in original text and 
Study bωk each and担潤nge式andgrasp a precedent study. And 1 gathered up必宜e陀 nceand 
trend of a descrip註onof each document and did∞nsideration about it. 
As a result of investigation， 1 saw these Utamakura was equal in ''Waka Meisho Tshuiko" but 
quantity of the current陀∞rdwas 配 markablydi宜erentby a pla白.There is the plaa where 
does not know the correct 1∞ation and where have litle traditional Japanese poetry. lt was only 
twoplaas，“Mogamigawa" and "&対euraヘwhere1 cou1d judge it to be st温Utamakura.
For Utamakura， itis important whether how many traditional Japanese poeむγwe配 made.
And itis more important how many it reaches in the future. In other words， A plaa related to 










































The Meiji restoration changed society in Japan. As for the problem about the woman， 
too， the new thought was groped about. Especially， the abolition of licensed prostitution 
movement is important when thinking ofthe woman problem in Japan in the Meiji era. 
→ 85~ 
In thinking about the abolition of licensed prostitution movement of the Meiji era 
period， the influence that the magazine with a lot of circulation had had at the people 
might have been large. Especially， a lot of articles on the abolition of licensed 
prostitution movement are appeared in "Jogakuzassi"l that is a Protestant women 
enlightenment magazine. In the research of the abolition of licensed prostitution 
movement at the Meiji era， the role of the magazine that leads the public opinion cannot 
be missed.“Jogakuzassi" was started in 1885. At that time， itis time of the pioneer of 
the abolition of licensed prostitution movement. The role of "Jogakuzassi" which 
enlightened people from the view point of the christianity will be great. 
This research aimed to clarifY the feature of the content of the article related to the 
abolition of licensed prostitution movement in “Jogakuzassi" and the how to treat. A 
concrete research method is a comparison with the article in the magazine published to 
an article related to the abolition of licensed prostitution of “Jogakuzassi" and a 
simultaneous period. It is“Meirokuzassi" ，“Kokumin no tomo"，“Tokyo Fujin Kyofu 
Zassi"， and "Fujin Kyofu Zassi" to use as an object of comparison 
Chapter 1 described historγof “Jogakuzassi"， about Yoshiharu Iwamoto， and the 
Christianity of“Jogakuzassi". Chapter 2 described the licensed prostitution system in 
Japan and the abolition of licensed prostitution movement to it. A feature event and the 
law at each time were described at the stage of enactment of the time of the 
enlightenment period of the Meiji era and "Seitou月 startingand Anti-Prostitution Law. 
Chapter 3 described the feature of each article about the article related to the abolition 
of licensed prostitution of “Jogakuzassi". Chapter 4 introduced the content of the article 
rela ted to the abolition of licensed prostitu tion of “Meirokuzassi" ，“Kokumin no tomoぺ
“Tokyo . fujin kyofu zassi"， and "Fujin kyofu zassi円 anddescribed the feature of each 
magazlne. 
The abolition of licensed prostitution article on“Jogakuzassi" can be roughly divided 
into three. It is "Editorialぺ"Memoarticle on the speech"， and "Reported articles ".The 
editorial centers on the editorial with Iwamoto's hand， there are the one and a 
contribution article， etc. by other authors， too and shows the insistence on the magazine 
strongly. The speech memo is a memo of the abolition of licensed prostitution speech 
association. This concentrates in 1889 and 1890 around when the abolition of licensed 
prostitution movement showed the upsurge， and tells the presence of the speech. 
Reported articles report the speech association in various places and resolutions of the 
abolition of licensed prostitution idea， etc. every time diligently. This seems for the 
reader to have had the effect of giving the concern to the abolition of licensed 
prostitution movement. 
It has been understood that the amount and the quality of the article are not inferior 
to that of the magazine of which a center theme is the customs improvement though 
“Jogakuzassi" has not treated the abolition of licensed prostitution movement as a 
center theme since it compares it with the magazine of a simultaneous period. The 
licensed prostitution system seems to have been the one w hich hinders the wish of 















































Developing Information ethics has become a new task for schools caused by the 
development of the information society. Handling information ethics at high schools covers a 
wide range from the issue of copyrights to the protection of personal information and 
netiquette. This study was targeted at classes that deal with information ethics from the 
aspect of anony血itycharacteristic of the Internet. Internet anonymity makes it possible to 
do “spoofing" and causes the problem such as an abuse slander， thus we focus on Internet 
anonymity to design a class to develop information ethics. 
A Class designed in this study is based on the following concepts. Experiencing the 
Internet anonymity through use of anonyms by students and describing their ref1ection after 
the experience constitute important elements of the class. Students use chat system to 
experience anonymity in the class. We expected the students to understand anonymity from 
senders' standpoint by having them perform an act of “spoofing円 duringthe class and also 
from receivers' standpoint by having them predict personalities of their communication 
partners. In June 2004， we practiced a class designed in this study targeting first-year high 
school students who were taking "Information A" class. Qualitative and quantitative 
analyses were conducted to evaluate the class. 
Scales to measure information ethics concerned with the Internet anonymity were made. 
Three scales are designed as bellow. 
(1) security and morals consciousness concerned with the problem of the drain of 
security， morals consciousness 
(2) human relations network helps constructing human relationshop 
(3) care of messages give careful consideration to the wording the messages 
through network 
To evaluate our designed class， we compare various combinations of methods to teach 
information ethics. Three points of the following became clear as a result of analysis. 
(1) The students who experienced Internet anonymity by doing themselves could 
understand the realistic meaning of Internet anonymity -difficulty in identifying a partner 
through network communication. 
(2) The students who studied by lecture“based method could understand about the need 
of the rule on the Internet. However， students w ho were not guided by the teacher could not 
point out the need of the rule. 
(3) The students who guided to write their ref1ection showed that they became careful in 
using the network communication to construct human relationship. 
From the results of our research， we consider how students' awareness "leads to the 
systematic knowledge to develop information ethics. Further studies in instruction methods 
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